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Nonheme iron(II) oxygenases within a common 2-His-1-carboxylate binding
motif catalyze a wide range of oxidation reactions involved in biological functions like
DNA repair and secondary metabolic processes. The mechanism of O2 activation
catalyzed by this enzyme family has been examined by spectroscopic, crystallographic,
and computational studies, where it is clear the iron(II) center works with substrate, and
cosubstrate to activate O2 by forming a highly oxidizing iron species (iron(IV)-oxo).
From a thermodynamic perspective, substrate and/or co-substrate binding organizes the
active site for O2 activation, and understanding the interactions among metal, substrate,
cosubstrate, and enzyme provides insight into the intramolecular contacts that guide the
reaction catalyzed by the enzymes.
This dissertation is focused on elucidating the interactions between metal,
substrate, and co-substrate in a representative enzyme subfamily of nonheme iron(II)
oxygenases, namely the 2-oxoglutarate dependent dioxygenases. Specifically, we
investigated the thermodynamic properties of divalent metal ions binding to taurine-

dependent dioxygenase (TauD), using Mn2+, Fe2+, and Co2+ ions. Additionally, the
thermodynamics associated with substrate and co-substrate binding to Fe·TauD and
iron(II)-ethylene forming enzyme (Fe·EFE) were explored using calorimetry and other
biophysical techniques.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Heme and Nonheme iron enzymes
Dioxygen activation is a key process throughout aerobic life on our planet, where

this process impacts respiration and oxidative metabolism.1–4 Although O2 dependent
oxidation reactions of biological molecules are generally energetically favorable, they are
kinetically sluggish reactions due to the high activation energy required to react
molecules with different spin states (O2 is typically in a triplet state of 3O2 and the
majority of organic materials are in a singlet state).5–7 Consequently, nature has evolved
enzymes with transition metals in their active sites to bind and activate O2, which then
aim these activated oxygen species at substrates for oxidation.5,8 Collectively these
enzymes are known as oxidases, and those that incorporate one or two of the atoms
associated with O2 into their products are known as oxygenases or dioxygenases,
respectively.
Although there are characterized manganese and copper oxidases, the majority of
dioxygen activation enzymes utilize iron ions.1,7,9–14 Iron is one of the most widely
utilized transition metal ions in biology, where iron-dependent oxygenases play important
roles in a range of biological systems.1,3,8,9,11,15 Iron dependent oxygenases can be easily
categorized into two basic groups based on their active site structures: the heme and
nonheme oxygenases. Heme oxygenases utilize a heme cofactor in the active site, which
1

is comprised of an iron(III) ion coordinated by 4 equatorial N atoms of a porphyrin ring.
The heme moiety is stabilized within the protein through intermolecular interactions
between the functional groups on the periphery of the heme with amino acid side chains
of the protein.7,11 Typically, one of the axial sites in the heme cofactor is bound by a
protein derived cysteine or histidine side chain.11 This leaves a single labile coordination
site for dioxygen binding and activation (Figure 1.1A).

Figure 1.1

Active site structures of heme and nonheme iron oxygenases

(A) Heme cofactor, where X represents a bound amino acid residue (cysteine or histidine
residues) (B) Diiron(III) center coordinated with several amino acid residues.

The prototypical example of a heme oxygenase is cytochrome P450 (Figure 1.2),
which plays a critical role in the oxidative metabolism of drugs and other xenobiotic
molecules throughout biology.11,16 The mechanism of cytochrome P450 is generally
thought to proceed through two high valent iron intermediates (iron(IV)-oxo and iron(V)oxo), which are known as compound I and compound II, respectively.16–19 It should be
noted that some of the oxidizing power of compound II is delocalized onto the porphyrin
2

cofactor.20 These high valent iron species perform H-atom abstraction for a targeted
substrate, followed by a hydroxide rebound event, which leaves a hydroxylated product.
This hydroxylation is typically a key step in the degradation processes for many
biological agents within living systems. Heme oxygenases require two electrons to
regenerate the O2 activating form of the enzyme (Figure 1.2).11

Figure 1.2

Oxidation reaction catalyzed by P450

The reaction catalyzed by cytochrome P450, where two additional electrons are required.
The crystal structure of P450 shows the active site includes a heme cofactor, where iron
atom is in green color and carbons, nitrogen and oxygen atoms of porphyrin ring are in
gray, blue and red color, respectively. (PDB: 1WOE)

Nonheme iron oxygenases are iron-dependent enzymes that do not use the heme
cofactor for O2 activation, yet they can attack similar high energy C—H bonds.12,21
3

Nonheme iron proteins typically generate their active site by coordinating amino acid
side chains to the iron metal center.22–26 The nonheme iron oxygenase, methane
monooxygenase, has a bimetallic active site where it uses two iron ions to perform the
oxidation reaction (Figure 1.1B). Methane monooxygenase (MMO) can catalyze
hydroxylation of methane to produce methanol,27 where the active site of this enzyme
consists of a diiron(III) center coordinated by amino acid residues (Figure 1.3).25 Unlike
the heme oxygenases, nonheme iron enzymes perform more highly selective oxidation
reactions targeting a specific substrate.12,21

Glu144

His246

Glu209

Figure 1.3

His147

Glu343

Glu114

Catalytic reaction by MMO

The reaction catalyzed by MMO with requiring two additional electrons. The crystal
structure shows the active site of MMO, which includes two iron(III) ions bound with
several amino acid residues (His246, Glu144, His147, Glu114, Glu343 and Glu209).
(PDB: 1XVF)
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1.2

2-His-1-carboxylate binding motif
Over the last 20 years, a structural motif has been found commonly existing in

active site of nonheme iron enzymes.3,26,28,29 This common binding motif consists of a
mononuclear iron(II) center coordinated by two histidine residues and a carboxylate
group from either an aspartate or glutamate residue, termed as 2-His-1-carboxylate facia
traid (2His-1C).12,26,29 These metal-bound ligands coordinate in a facial conformation
affording the metal center 3 labile coordination sites for further binding of cofactor,
substrate, and O2 (Figure 1.4). A representative 2His-1C in an nonheme iron enzyme
(HPCD) consists of an iron(II) ion coordinated with H155, H214 and E267, where three
residues occupy one face of the iron octahedral sphere, leaving the opposite face for three
solvent molecules (Figure 1.4).30

5

Figure 1.4

The 2-His-1-carboxylate facial triad

(A) The generated 2-His-1-carboxylate facial triad bound to the iron(II) center.
(B) A representative 2His-1-carboxylate structural motif within an enzyme,
homoprotocatechuate 2,3-dioxygenase (HPCD). Three residues (His155, His214 and
Glu267) occupy one face of iron octahedral coordination site, leaving the opposite face
for water molecules easily replaced by substrates and O2. (PDB:3OJT)

The nonheme iron enzymes within 2His-1C thus provide a flexible platform for
catalyzing a diverse set of oxidative substrate transformations, within high
efficiency.3,12,26,28,31 These oxidation reactions play important roles in a range of
metabolic steps,1 biosyntheses of antibiotics,32 and bioremediation processes.33,34 Several
remarkable oxidation reactions catalyzed by 2His-1C in nonheme iron oxygenases are
shown in Figure 1.5.

6

Figure 1.5

The reactions catalyzed by nonheme iron enzymes within 2His-1C binding
motif.

Several reactions catalyzed by nonheme iron(II) enzymes that use a 2His-1C
active site are shown in Figure 1.5. The dihydroxylation of aromatic carbon-carbon
double bonds catalyzed by phthalate dioxygenase (PDO) makes the first step of
biodegradation of some toxic aromatic molecules.35,36 This enzyme can incorporate both
atoms of dioxygen into the substrate (Figure 1.5A). Isopenicillin N synthase (IPNS)
catalyzes the conversion of tripeptide (δ-(l-α-aminoadipoyl)-l-cysteinyl-d-valine (ACV))
into the antibiotic, isopenicillin N (Figure 1.5B).37,38 Taurine/2-oxoglutamate dependent
oxygenase (TauD) can catalyze hydroxylation of taurine into sulfite, which provides an
important sulfur source for E.coli (Figure 1.5C).38 Phenylalanine hydroxylase (PheH)
catalyzes hydroxylation of phenylalanine to tryrosine, which is an essential molecule for
neurotransmitter health (Figure 1.5D).41
7

Despite the diversity of reactions catalyzed by these 2His-1C dependent iron
oxygenases, there are some common mechanistic features shared between these diverse
reaction pathways (Scheme 1.1).3,7,12,26,28 Generally the resting active site consists of an
iron(II) center bound to the 2His-1C facial triad and three water molecules to form a 6coordinate octahedral species (A), where three conserved residues occupy one face of the
octahedral sphere, leaving the opposite face for water molecules. Substrates (and
cosubstrate if needed) bind by displacing all water molecules to yield a 5-coordination
square pyramidal site with an open coordination site for O2 activation (B). The O2 binding
to the metal center leads to generation of an iron(III)-superoxo intermediate (C). In the
next step, the dioxygen moiety is further reduced to an iron-peroxo speices (D), where the
iron’s oxidation state and the nature of the peroxo species can vary based upon the
specific transition being catalyzed. This iron-peroxo species can rearrange to generate a
high-valent iron(IV) species (E), or this iron-peroxo can rearrange to produce the product
and regenerate the resting form of the oxygenase.42,43 The high-valent iron(IV) species
(E) is fully capable of attacking a high energy C—H bond and has been characterized in
several 2His-1C iron(II) complexes.40,44–51
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H2 O

OH2

OH2

Substrates

Fe2+

Fe2+

Products

Products

O2

(R/H) O2

O

O2
Fe3+

Fe4+

Scheme 1.1

1.3

Fe3+

Proposed mechanism catalyzed by nonheme enzymes with the 2-His-1carboxylate binding motif

2-Oxoglutarate-dependent dioxygenases
Nonheme iron(II) oxygenases that utilize the 2His-1C for O2 activation can be

further divided into 5 different classes based on nature of the primary substrate and
whether a cosubstrate is required: (1) the extradiol-cleaving catechol dioxygenases, (2)
Rieske dioxygenases, (3) 2-oxoglutarate-dependent dioxygenases, (4) pterin-dependent
oxygenases, and (5) a “catch-all” category containing a number of iron oxidases.
However, here we focus on the 2-oxoglutarate dependent oxygenases.
Due to the diversity in catalyzing oxidative transformations, 2OG dioxygenases
play a remarkable role in a large variety of biological functions,51-59 which are involved
in the modification of chromatin protein, DNA modification,60–62 biodegradation process,
9

biosynthesis of important antibiotics, regulation or control of transcription,33,63,64 RNA
slicing,65 tRNA translation66 and protein structure stability.67,68 Hence, some of these
enzymes can serve as targets for pharmaceutical drugs to cure human cancer and genetic
diseases.69–71
The most recognizable member of 2OG dependent oxygenases is AlkB. This
enzyme can oxidize the alkylated groups on damaged DNA bases by generating an
iron(IV)-oxo intermediate while decarboxylating 2-oxoglutarate into succinate and
carbon dioxide in bacteria and mammalian cells (Figure 1.6).30,60,70 The primary substrate
for AlkB is alkylated DNA, which binds close to the metal center in 2His-1C of AlkB
and then the DNA bases are demethylated through an O2-dependent oxidation (Figure
1.7).74

Figure 1.6

DNA demethylation by AlkB in presence of 2OG
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Figure 1.7

Crystal structure of AlkB

Crystal structure within 2His-1C binding motif in the active site, where 2OG binds in a
bidentate fashion and damaged DNA base binds close to metal center. (PDB: 3O1P)

Crystallographic studies have revealed that 2OG nonheme enzymes normally
include a characteristic double-stranded β helix (DSBH) fold, which is made up of up to
eight β helices (Figure 1.8). This cupin fold forms a barrel shape, which supports 2His1C binding motif (Figure 1.9).73,75

11

Figure 1.8

DSBH cupin fold

A crystal structure of AlkB in presence of 2OG, where eight β strands are labeled by
Roman number. (PDB: 3BIE)
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Figure 1.9

Active site of AlkB

Crystal structure of AlkB with 2His-1C binding motif, where the barrel cupin fold
supports the binding motif. The metal center (Mn instead of Fe here) is bound with
His131, His187 and Asp133, where 2OG binds in a bidentate fashion. (PDB: 3BIE)

Using advanced spectroscopic, computational, and crystallographic techniques, a
general mechanism for these 2-OG enzymes has been described for TauD, the best
studied member of this family (Scheme 1.2). The resting enzyme consists of an iron(II)
metal center coordinated with 2His-1C binding motif and three water molecules to form a
6-coordination site (Scheme 1.2, A). 2OG binds to the iron(II) center through its C2 keto
group and C1 carboxylate by replacing two water molecules (B). Generally, 2OG binds
to iron in a bidentate fashion.56,76 The C5 of 2OG is always stabilized by electrostatic and
hydrogen bonding interactions.73,77–80 The primary substrate (R-H) binds near the metal
center, displacing the remaining water to form a 5-coordination metal center(C), opening
a site for O2. In this case, substrate binding is thought to promote oxygen binding, where
13

specific evidence for this process has been reported.56,76,81 The O2 adduct is better
described as an iron(III)-superoxo species (D). Subsequent decarboxylation of 2OG
generates CO2 and succinate, which affords the production of a reactive iron(IV)-oxo
species (E). This high valent intermediate is believed to be the reactive species that
attacks unactivated C—H bonds.45,79 High-valent iron-oxo species have been trapped in
several 2OG dependent iron(II) enzymes.40,44,46,82–84

Scheme 1.2

General mechanism of the taurine/2OG-dependent taurine dioxygenase
(TauD) reaction cycle

Before O2 activation can occur, these enzymes must bind and position both
substrate and cofactor before it can orchestrate O2 activation. Assessing the
14

thermodynamics of these binding events is essential in understanding how Nature
controls O2 activation events within the 2OG dependent nonheme iron(II) oxygenases.
This dissertation is focused on elucidating these pre-O2 activation events in TauD
(Chapters II and III), then extending our understanding to EFE, another 2OG dependent
oxygenase with a novel dual circuit reactivity (Chapter IV).

15
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CHAPTER II
THERMODYNAMICS OF IRON(II), SUBSTRATES AND COSUBSTRATE
BINDING TO TAURINE/2-OXOGLUATARATE DEPENDENT DIOXYGENASE
(TAUD)
Reprinted from Kate Henderson, Mingjie Li, Salette Martinez, Edwin Lewis,
Robert Hausinger and Joseph Emerson. “Global stability of an α-ketoglutarate-dependent
dioxygenase (TauD) and its related complexes.” Biochimica et Biophysica Acta (BBA)General Subjects 2017, 1861 (5), 987-994. Copyright © 2017 Elsevier B.V. Reproduced
with permission.
2.1

Introduction
Mononuclear nonheme iron oxygenases catalyze a wide range of biological

transformations.1-8 Some of these enzymes require a cosubstrate in conjunction with
dioxygen activation to generate a high valent intermediate that reacts with the specific
substrate.8-10
2-Oxoglutarate(2OG) is a common cosubstrate for nonheme iron dioxygenases.
2OG dependent nonheme iron enzymes oxidatively decarboxylate 2OG into succinate
and carbon dioxide while activating O2 to generate an iron(IV)-oxo-species in the active
site pocket. Then a C-H bond with relatively high bond dissociation energy of the
targeted substrate is attacked by this high-valent species.1
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2-Oxoglutarate dependent oxygenases consist of a characteristic double-stranded
β helix cupin fold, generating a barrel shape for supporting a common 2-his-1carboxylate metal binding motif (Figure 2.1A and 2.1B). This facial triad binds a
nonheme iron ion through the imidazole rings of two histidine amino acid residues and
one carboxylate of either an aspartate or glutamate residue occupying one face of the
nonheme iron octahedral coordinating sphere (Figure 2.1B).11-13 This geometry leaves the
opposite face available for binding of 2OG and an open site O2 coordination (Figure
2.1C). Although 2OG-dependent oxygenases are well studied mechanistically,1,9,14-19
there are little thermodynamic data on the enzymes and enzyme-substrate complexes
which induces this O2 activation event.
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Figure 2.1

Structure of TauD and its active site

A: A Fe·TauD monomer binds iron(II) in the center of the characteristic cupin barrel (red
β strands).
B: The generalized 2-His-1-carboxylate binding motif, where the three endogenous
ligands occupy one face of the iron(II) octahedral coordinating sphere.
C: The active site pocket of Fe·TauD with bound substrates (magenta carbon atoms)
within the cavity.
The carbons of the 2-His-1-carboxylate ligands are shown in green, the 2OG binding
domain contains secondary sphere residues that stabilize 2OG (yellow carbon atoms), and
the taurine binding domain includes a support network for positioning and stabilizing the
primary substrate (blue carbon atoms). The crystal structure of the active site of Fe·TauD
with bound substrates is taken from the protein data bank (PDB ID: 1OS7).

In this study, we explore the global stability of TauD, the best characterized 2OGdependent dioxygenase that hydroxylates taurine leading to its decomposition into
aminoacetaldehyde and sulfite (Scheme 2.1).20 Specifically, we employ circlular
dichroism (CD) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) methods under anaerobic
conditions to study the thermal stability of TauD apoprotein, the active holoenzyme and
relevant enzyme-substrate complexes. In addition, we measure enthalpies of unfolding
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for each complex, and present a complete summary of the substrate contribution to the
global stability of this 2OG-dependent system.
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Scheme 2.1

2.2
2.2.1

Proposed reaction catalyzed by TauD

Materials and methods
Reagents and general procedures
Taurine (≥99% purity) and 2OG disodium salt (≥98% purity) were purchased

from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. Buffering systems, ethylenediaminetetraacetic
acid disodium salt (EDTA), and metal salts were purchased at the highest grade available
and used as received. Buffer was made in 18 MΩ ultrapure water filtered through a
Millipore Ultrapurification system.
2.2.2

Overexpression and purification of TauD
The recombinant 2OG-dependent dioxygenase TauD was produced in E. coli

BL21(DE3) [pME4141] cells grown at 37 °C in terrific broth containing kanamycin (50
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μg/mL) and induced by addition of 0.1 mM isopropyl-β-D-1- thiogalactose with further
growth at 30 °C.20 The cells were harvested, cell-free extracts were prepared, and TauD
apoprotein was purified by sequential DEAE-Sepharose and phenyl Sepharose
chromatographies as previously described.21 Purified TauD apoprotein in 25 mM Tris,
pH 8.0 buffer containing 1.0 mM EDTA was stored in aliquots at −80 °C.
2.2.3

TauD and TauD species preparation
Solutions for CD and DSC analysis were prepared in the following manner: TauD

apoprotein stock was dialyzed for 3 h against a buffering system of 50 mM ammonium
acetate, 100 mM NaCl, and 20 μM EDTA (pH 8.0) to remove residual metal. The TauD
apoprotein stock was then dialyzed three times against buffer (1.0 L) containing 50 mM
ammonium acetate and 100 mM NaCl (pH 8.0) for 3 h each, and one additional dialysis
against 1.0 L of the buffer overnight. Stock solutions of taurine, 2OG, and
Fe(NH4)2(SO4)2 were prepared in the dialysate buffer, and all solutions were made
anaerobic by purging with Ar to eliminate the various oxidation reactions generated when
ferrous ions are present.22 For Fe·TauD experiments, 0.9 equivalents of Fe(NH4)2(SO4)2
were added anaerobically to TauD apoprotein. To shift the equilibrium in favor of the
substrate-enzyme complexes, taurine or 2OG stock solutions were added anaerobically to
enzyme samples to yield final concentrations of 1.0 mM substrates, concentrations that
are much greater than the previously reported Kd values.11
2.2.4

Circular dichroism
CD samples were diluted to a final concentration of 5 μM (total protein) in the

dialysate buffer and verified by absorption at 280 nm (ε280 = 46,410 M−1 cm−1).14 TauD
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and its complexes were placed in a 1-cm pathlength quartz cell and sealed in an anaerobic
environment. CD spectra of TauD and its complexes were collected using an Olis DSM20 CD spectrometer (Bogart, GA) over a 200–250 nm scanning range. Thermal stability
experiments were monitored from 25 to 85 °C with the samples incubated at each
temperature for 5 min before the CD spectra were collected. The spectra were corrected
for buffer contributions, and the data were analyzed using the Globalworks software
package (Olis Inc., Bogart, GA). Melting profiles were generated by plotting the intensity
data at 223 nm versus temperature.
2.2.5

Differential scanning calorimetry
The N-DSC II (Calorimetry Sciences Corp.) instrument was made anaerobic by

constructing a gas bath or anaerobic well surrounding the reference and sample ports, and
purging this system with Ar for at least 20 min. The dense Ar gas actively displaces the
aerobic atmosphere, allowing both the sample and reference cells and their ports to
remain anaerobic. With a constant Ar gas flow, the anaerobic samples and reference
buffer were slowly added to the Ar-filled cells. The NDSC II pressure cap was sealed and
pressurized to 3 atm before removing the inert gas flow from the contained environment.
Enzyme and substrate-enzyme samples were subjected to temperature scans from 15 to
85 °C at a scan rate of 2 °C per min in both the forward and reverse directions. Data
analysis was performed using the CPCalc software available from the Calorimetry
Sciences Corp. data analysis software package. A final temperature scan was used as the
baseline in each experiment and was subtracted from the raw data. All data were fit to
one or more two-state scaled models, where the best fits were assigned by directly
comparing the goodness of fit values associated with the CPCalc software package.
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Experiments were replicated 2–3 times and averaged. Error bars associated with the data
are given as one standard deviation from the mean.
2.3

Results
The amount of heat released or absorbed in a reaction can be described by a

fundamental thermodynamic quantity, known as the enthalpy change, ΔH. If a reaction is
reversible, the enthalpy change also explains the temperature dependence of the
equilibrium constant, K, through the van’t Hoff equation, where R is the gas constant, T
is the absolute temperature, and the partial derivative emphasizes the fact that other
experimental variables such as pressure are held constant.

∆

⁄

(2.1)

The ΔH of a specific reaction can be determined directly by using calorimetric
methods (ΔHcal) or indirectly using van't Hoff method (ΔHvH) by measuring the
temperature dependence of the equilibrium constant. In the van't Hoff method, the
instantaneous slope of a plot of ln K vs 1/T multiplied by −R is used to determine ΔHvH,
this is important because reactions in aqueous solutions are usually accompanied by a
significant change in heat capacity, ΔCp, which results in a temperature-dependent ΔH. In
theory, the ΔHcal and ΔHvH should be the same;23 however in many biological systems
these terms differ due to the fact that the ΔHcal is a measurement of the change in
enthalpy for all thermodynamic processes in the sample, whereas the ΔHvH is solely
derived from spectroscopic changes taking place in the chemical system. Here we use
both spectroscopic and calorimetric methods to study the thermodynamic properties of
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metal ion and substrates (taurine and 2OG) binding to TauD. Both the van't Hoff and
calorimetric analysis of these data give a better understanding of the thermodynamics of
these processes and their impact to the global stability of the folded protein.
The CD spectra (Figure 2.2) of the various folded (F) complexes of TauD show a
prominent negative peak at 225 nm, which is characteristic of the cupin barrel, which
surrounds the active site pocket of TauD.24,25 The minor changes in the CD spectra for
Fe·TauD and the related Fe·TauD·substrate(s) complexes suggest there are minimal
changes to the cupin barrel when metal, substrate, and cofactor are added. The CD
spectra show that the cupin fold is completely unfolded (U) by 85 °C for TauD, Fe·TauD,
and the Fe·TauD·substrate(s) complexes (Figure 2.2). The iron(II) containing samples
appear to form a weakly CD active species at 240 nm during unfolding, which could be
related to the iron(II) species released into solution.
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Figure 2.2

CD spectra of folded (F) and thermally unfolded (U) TauD complexes at 25
and 85 °C, respectively.

Individual traces are shown for TauD (black), TauD·taurine (purple), Fe·TauD (red),
Fe·TauD·taurine (blue), Fe·TauD·2OG (orange), and TauD·2OG·taurine (green). Data
were smoothed and corrected to remove a background signal.

The melting profiles of TauD and TauD-complexes were collected using CD
spectroscopy by monitoring the secondary structures of the TauD species during
temperature scans. For all samples, intensities at 223 nm were plotted as a function of
temperature (Figure 2.3 and 2.4). The CD melting profiles were analyzed using a number
of different models using OLIS Globalworks software, but the best correlation between
fit and experimental data was observed with a two-state model. The average
thermodynamic data (Tm and ΔHvH) determined from the CD melt experiments are shown
in the Table 2.1. The Tm values obtained from the CD melting curves are tabulated along
with the calorimetry data in Table 2.1. The Tm values obtained in the CD experiments
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exhibit the same trends as those obtained from the DSC measurements discussed below.
However, the CD Tm values are typically shifted to a lower temperature by approximately
8 °C. This difference in the Tm values may be due to differences in how these data were
collected. The CD data were collected at various temperatures, where the sample was
equilibrated at a given temperature for 5 min before data were collected. The
temperatures for the DSC data were scanned at a rate = 2 °C/min. One possibility is that
the CD data are following the unfolding of the TauD cupin fold rather than the overall
structure of the TauD protein as it denatures to a random coil. As described in more detail
below, the CD melting profiles generally show increased temperature stability of TauD
protein when iron(II) and/or substrates are complexed to the apoprotein. The ΔHvH data
(shown in Table 2.1) obtained from the two-state fits of the CD melting profiles are
simply not accurate enough to be considered further at this time.
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Figure 2.3

Thermal stability of TauD species.

TauD apoprotein (black), Fe∙TauD (red), TauD∙taurine (purple), Fe∙TauD∙taurine (gray),
Fe∙TauD∙2OG (green), and the quaternary complex (blue) consisting of TauD with bound
iron(II), taurine, and 2OG. The unfolding transitions were monitored by CD at 223 nm
after thermal equilibration for 5 min at each temperature from 25 to 85 °C.
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TauD

Fe·TauD·taurine

Figure 2.4

TauD·taurine

Fe·TauD·2OG

Fe·TauD

Fe·TauD·2OG·taurine

CD melting profiles associated with TauD and its substrate complexes.

Each trace represents the CD spectrum collected at a specific temperature ranging
between 25 and 85 oC. Temperatures and color legend for A, B, and C are shown at the
right of the figure, similar data for D, E, and F are shown to the right as well. Wavelength
has units of nanometers and molar ellipticity is in deg·cm2·dmol-1. Data shown were
smoothed and corrected to remove a background signal.
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Table 2.1

Thermodynamic data associated with the thermal denaturation of TauD as
measured by CD.
Tm1
ºC

ΔHvH
kcal/mol

TauD

51.1 (± 1.1)

97.0 (± 4.4)

Fe∙TauD

54.8 (± 2.7)

90.0 (± 24.6)

TauD∙taurine

53.3 (± 1.6)

79.0 (± 22.0)

Fe∙TauD∙taurine

58.4 (± 0.6)

76.7 (± 16.4)

Fe∙TauD∙2OG

54.4 (± 2.7)

75.0 (± 1.0)

Fe∙TauD∙2OG∙taurine

60.1 (± 0.1)

75.7 (± 21.8)

The TauD apoprotein unfolding event occurs at a Tm of 51.1 (±1.1) °C. In
comparison, Fe∙TauD denaturation occurs at a higher temperature with a Tm of 54.8
(±2.7) °C. This apparent increase in thermal stability of the iron(II) TauD complex (δTm ≈
4 °C) is consistent with the known exothermic binding of iron(II) by TauD.21
Taurine, the primary substrate of TauD, was complexed with apoprotein TauD
and the holoprotein, Fe·TauD. The thermal unfolding profiles of the TauD·taurine and
Fe·TauD·taurine samples yield Tm values for the denaturation of the TauD·taurine and
Fe·TauD·taurine complexes of Tm = 53.3 (±1.6) °C and Tm = 58.8 (±0.6) °C,
respectively. The increase in the Tm of the ternary complex (δTm≈ 8 °C) is approximately
equal to the stability gained by binding iron(II) and taurine independently (δTm ≈ 4 °C
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and δTm ≈ 2 °C for iron(II) and taurine, respectively) to TauD. From these data it would
appear that the binding of iron(II) and taurine are independent of each other.
When the co-substrate 2OG was complexed to Fe·TauD, the Tm for the ternary
complex (54.4 (±2.7) °C) is unchanged in comparison to the Tm for binary complex
Fe·TauD (54.8 (±2.7) °C). However, the Tm for unfolding the quaternary complex,
Fe·TauD·2OG·taurine shows a significant increase by 5 °C, Fe·TauD·2OG·taurine Tm =
60.1 (±0.1) °C. This result is consistent with an interaction between the binding of taurine
and the binding of 2OG to Fe·TauD.
In general, the CD data show that the binding of metal ions, cofactors, and/or
substrates to TauD increases the thermal stability of the TauD protein (see CD
determined Tm values in Table 2.1). They also suggest that the binding of iron(II) is
independent of the substrate or cofactor but that the binding of the substrate (taurine) is
not independent of cofactor (2OG) binding. As mentioned earlier, the differences in the
Tm values obtained from CD experiments and DSC measurements may reflect differences
in the temperature scan rate used in the two techniques or the fact that the CD
experiments may be following a spectroscopic signal (the cupin fold) that does not reflect
the overall structure of the TauD protein.
For comparison, DSC was used to measure the calorimetric enthalpy. DSC
instruments designed for the study of biopolymers incorporate coin shaped sample and
reference cells which exacerbate the tendency of protein systems to aggregate, and the
associated heat effects often obscure the thermal denaturation data. In this study, a
Calorimetry Sciences Nano-DSC that is constructed with gold capillary cells for
reference and sample solutions was used. This type of cell provides greater spatial
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separation of unfolded protein molecules, reducing the apparent concentration of
unfolded molecules and delaying aggregation. Moreover, because protein aggregation is
typically a slower process than unfolding,26 we used a scan rate of 2 °C per min, which
allowed us to observe the thermal denaturation of TauD before aggregation occurs.
Indeed, initial data collection at a slower scan rate (1 °C/min) resulted in a large exotherm
that consumed the unfolding curve (data not shown) and made quantitation impossible.
An increase in scan rate eliminated the exotherm and allowed us to quantify the unfolding
process. The data collected in this manner represent an approximation of the reversible
unfolding of the protein (see Figure 2.5–2.7 and Tables 2.2 and 2.3 for individual curves
and fits).27,28 A complete list of thermodynamic data can be found in Table 2.2, and all
relevant excess heat capacity (Cp) curves are found in Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.5

A representative heat capacity curve for TauD apoprotein

Integrated data are shown in black, the simulated fit for a two-state equilibrium is shown
in red. All thermodynamic data can be found in Table 2.2.
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Figure 2.6

Representative heat capacity curves for Fe∙TauD

Representative heat capacity curves for Fe∙TauD fit to one two-state (A) and two twostate equilibria (B). The integrated experimental data are shown in blue and the
summation of the fits is shown in red. In panel B the two two-state species are
individually shown as dashed red lines.
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Figure 2.7

Representative heat capacity curves for Fe∙TauD∙2OG∙taurine fit to one
two-state (A) and three two-state equilibria (B).

The integrated experimental data are shown in blue and the summation of the fits is
shown in red. In panel B the three two-state species are individually shown as dashed red
lines. All thermodynamic data can be found in Table 2.2 and Table 2.3, where fitting
statistics are shown in Table 2.4.
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133.0
(± 1.5)
117.9
(± 0.6)
143.0
(± 0.004)
121.0
(± 0.01)

58.2
(±0.03)
60.6
(± 0.9)
61.9
(± 0.2)
65.0
(± 0.1)
62.2
(± 0.2)

Fe·TauD·2OG

Fe·TauD·2OG·
taurine

Fe·TauD·taurine

TauD·taurine

Fe·TauD

143.0
(± 0.01)

132.3
(± 1.8)

59.2
(± 0.1)

TauD

ΔH1
kcal/mol

3
(± 2)

65
(± 6)

5
(± 0.1)

22
(± 1)

%
Ratio

68.0
(± 0.1)

67.8
(± 0.2)

61.8
(± 0.2)

61.4
(± 0.4)

Tm2
ºC

116.3
(± 1.4)

175.2
(± 1.1)

118.9
(± 1.3)

145.1
(± 1.8)

ΔH2
kcal/mol

Thermodynamic data for the thermal denaturation of TauD
Tm1
ºC

Table 2.2

63
(± 8)

38
(± 6)

96
(± 1)

82
(± 2)

%
Ratio

71.9
(± 0.1)

Tm3
ºC

184.1
(± 0.5)

ΔH3
kcal/mol

33
(± 2)

% Ratio

Table 2.3

Thermodynamic data by using single state fitting model
Experiment

CD
Tm (oC)

TauD

51.1 (±1.1)

Fe·TauD

54.8 (±2.7)

TauD- taurine

53.6 (±1.6)

Fe·TauD- taurine

58.4 (±0.6)

Fe·TauD- 2OG

54.4 (±2.7)

Fe·TauD2OG·taurine

60.1 (±0.1)

Table 2.4

DSC
Tm (oC)

ΔHcal
(kcal/mol)

59.2
(± 0.1)
61.3
(± 0.1)
60.6
(± 0.9)
61.7
(± 0.1)
66.8
(± 0.1)
71.5
(± 0.2)

132.3
(± 1.8)
135.5
(± 1.5)
117.9
(± 0.6)
120.0
(± 0.1)
134.0
(± 0.1)
120.0
(± 0.1)

Averaged chi square statistics for different fitting models

Experiment

single two
state

two/three
two state

Fe·TauD

17.5

2.3

Fe·TauDtaurine

7.6

2.7

Fe·TauD2OG

41.7

3.8

Fe·TauD2OG·taurine

106.6

5.1
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Figure 2.8

Heat capacity curves for the thermal denaturation of TauD species

TauD apoprotein (blue), Fe∙TauD (orange), TauD∙taurine (purple), Fe∙TauD∙taurine
(green), Fe∙TauD∙2OG (red), and the quaternary complex (black) consisting of TauD with
bound Fe(II), taurine, and 2OG.

By using DSC, the TauD apoprotein unfolding event was fit to a single two-state
model, unfolding at TmTauD of 59.2 (±0.1) °C with ΔHTauD (=∫Cp∂T) of 132.3 (±1.8)
kcal/mol (Figure 2.8 blue curve). For Fe·TauD (Figure 2.8 orange curve), two unfolding
events became evident; the first accounted for approximately 20 % of the enzyme in the
cell and matches the TmTauD and ΔHTauD with values of 58.2 (±0.1) °C and 133.0 (±1.5)
kcal/mol, respectively. The second unfolding event is assigned as Fe·TauD, which
accounts for approximately 80% of the protein in solution and unfolded with a TmFe·TauD
of 61.4 (±0.4) °C and a ΔHFe·TauD of 145.1 (±1.8) kcal/mol. The difference in the
unfolding enthalpies of the two forms of the protein yielded the enthalpy of binding of
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iron(II) to the enzyme: (δΔHbinding = ΔHTauD − ΔHFe·TauD). This value (−12.7 (±2.6)
kcal/mol) is in excellent agreement with our previously published iron(II) ΔHbinding of
−11.6 (±0.3) kcal/mol obtained by isothermal titration calorimetry.21 The agreement of
the irreversible unfolding events with the ITC-obtained reversible (equilibrium) values
supports the justification that the thermodynamic values obtained herein for irreversible
unfolding provide a good approximation of the equilibrium unfolding event.
Taurine, the primary substrate of TauD, was complexed with TauD apoprotein
and the sample was subjected to thermal denaturation. Unfolding of the TauD∙taurine
sample fit to a single two-state model with a TmTauD∙taurine of 60.6 (±0.9) °C and a
ΔHTauD·taurine of 117.9 (±0.6) kcal/mol (Figure 2.8, purple curve). Visual comparison of
the heat capacity curves of unfolding of TauD∙taurine and TauD indicates that the Cp of
TauD∙taurine is lower than that of TauD by approximately 4 kcal/mol·°C. While the
substrate-enzyme complex appeared to unfold at essentially the same temperature as
TauD, the δΔH between TauD and TauD·taurine unfolding was −14.4 ± 1.9 kcal/mol,
which corresponds to an enthalpic penalty during thermal unfolding for the sample with
substrate. In comparison, the Fe∙TauD∙taurine complex produced a wide, slightly
asymmetric curve with a lower Cp (7 kcal/mol·°C) than that of Fe∙TauD (Figure 2.8 green
trace.) While the data could be fit to a single two-state function, tighter fits were obtained
by using two two-state equilibria in which we observe a TmFe·TauD and ΔHFe·TauD that
corresponds with approximately 5 (±1) % of the sample, and a second unfolding process,
which we attribute to the unfolding of the enzyme-substrate complex with TmFe·TauD∙taurine,
and ΔHFe·TauD∙taurine of 61.8 (±0.2) °C and 118.9 (±1.3) kcal/mol, respectively.
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Interestingly, we observed a δΔH of zero and essentially no melting temperature change
related) to produce a lower energy system. We have labeled this species Fe∙TauD∙2OG*.
When the quaternary complex (consisting of iron(II), TauD, taurine, and 2OG)
was generated in an anaerobic environment and placed in the DSC, denaturation resulted
in a highly asymmetric curve (Figure 2.8, black curve). By comparison to the other
substrate- and iron(II)-enzyme curves (Figure 2.8), it becomes obvious that this
asymmetry is the result of the sum of a number of the different TauD complex unfolding
events. The first species, a small percentage of the total in solution, which corresponds
with data collected for the unfolding of Fe∙TauD, unfolds at a Tm = 62.2 (±0.2) °C and a
ΔH = 143.0 (±0.1). 63 (±8) percent of the enzyme is observed to unfold in a similar
fashion to the Fe∙TauD∙2OG* and/or the Fe·TauD·taurine or TauD·taurine species, as
observed earlier these complexes are in a lower enthalpy state. Perhaps this behavior is
from a destabilization of one of the monomeric units of the dimeric enzyme. The
thermodynamic parameters for this species, which we are terming
Fe·TauD·2OG·taurine* are Tm of 68.0 (±0.1) °C and a ΔH of 116.3 (±1.4) kcal/mol. The
remaining 33 (±2) % of the protein unfolded at a Tm of 71.9 (±0.1) °C and a ΔH = 184.1
(±0.5) kcal/mol. We have assigned these parameters to the unfolding of the quaternary
complex, Fe·TauD·2OG·taurine. In all enzyme-substrate complexes, an increase in Tm in
comparison to free Fe·TauD or TauD was observed, but the enthalpy terms are more
complex principally due to the endothermic binding of the substrate taurine and to the
interaction between the binding of taurine and 2OG.
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2.4

Discussion
The data presented for the unfolding equilibria of TauD and a series of enzyme-

substrate complexes by CD and DSC give a unique prospective into how this
metalloprotein is stabilized by its metal ion and substrates. These linked equilibria
include changes in solvation and ionization states of the protein, metal ion, substrate and
cofactor, and buffer components, in addition to protein aggregation.21,28–31 Many of these
linked equilibria have no impact on the secondary structure monitored by CD (mainly the
cupin fold), however the contributions of these effects on the overall denaturation process
are better captured by monitoring the change in heat capacity of the enzyme complex
using the DSC. This notion results in ΔHvH and ΔHcal values that are inconsistent with
one another, just as we observe between the ΔHvH calculated from our CD experiments
and the measured ΔHcal from the corresponding DSC studies. Indeed, deviations between
the ΔHvH and ΔHcal values are commonly reported for unfolding equilibria.32 For this
reason, we have chosen to rely on DSC data rather than the van't Hoff analysis for more
accurate enthalpies of denaturation. The reported enthalpies include all processes that
take place in solution, unless deconvolution is noted. The CD spectra supply further
evidence of the unfolding events occurring in solution, provide crucial information on the
enzyme structure during the unfolding process.
Comparisons of the heat capacity curves of TauD and Fe·TauD (Figure 2.8,
purple and orange curves) indicate that Fe·TauD is more stable than the apoprotein. More
specifically, iron(II) confers approximately 2.2 °C in stability for the enzyme, as well as
increasing the unfolding energy, ΔHcal, by approximately 12.7 kcal/mol (Table 2.5,
Figure 2.9 reactions A and B1). Previous reports have shown there is no significant
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structural rearrangement when iron(II) binds to the 2-His-1-carboxylate facial triad,16,32,33
which suggests the overall increase in stability for the enzyme is primarily the change in
enthalpy for binding iron(II). These data are supported by our CD data, which show no
differences in structure between TauD and Fe∙TauD; and by recently reported
thermodynamic properties of metal binding to TauD, which indicate an overall binding
enthalpy of −11.5 kcal/mol.21 A thermodynamic profile of iron(II) binding to TauD is
shown in Figure 2.10A.

Table 2.5
Substrate

Thermodynamic properties of substrate binding to TauDa
ΔG
δΔH
(kcal/mol)
(kcal/mol)
c
−10.1
−12.8d (±2.5)
e
−5.1
26.2 (±2.2)
e
−4.9
−30.1 (±2.1)
e
−6.9
−65.2 (±1.4)

−TΔS
(kcal/mol)b
2.6 (±0.5)
−31.3 (±2.6)
25.3 (±1.8)
58.3 (±1.3)

Iron(II)
Taurine (binding to Fe·TauD)
2-Oxoglutarate (binding to Fe·TauD)
2-Oxoglutarate (binding to
Fe·TauD·taurine)
a
Thermodynamic parameters derived from DSC data collected in this study.
b
Calculated from ΔG values and δΔH values reported here using the following equation
ΔG = ΔH − TΔS, where the δΔH term is estimated to be equal to the enthalpy of binding.
Error in these −TΔS values is based on the uncertainty associated with the ΔH values
measured in this study; error in the ΔG and temperature terms are small and not impactful
to the expected error in the −TΔS data.
c
Value obtained from ITC measurements.21
d
This DSC measured ΔH value compares well with the −12.7 kcal/mol value collected by
Henderson et al. 21
e
Calculated values based on the Kd reported by Ryle et al. 14
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Thermodynamic processes observed with the thermal denaturation of TauD and its related enzyme-substrate
complexes.

ΔHcal values are listed in units of kcal/mol. Species observed in the substrate-enzyme complexes are indicated and unfolding
events are assigned for each experiment. TauD (U) represents the fully denatured state of TauD. α-Ketoglutarate (αkg) is
known as 2-oxoglutarate (2OG).

Figure 2.9

Figure 2.10

Thermodynamic profiles

(A) iron(II) binding to TauD, (B) taurine binding to Fe·TauD, (C) 2OG binding to
Fe·TauD, and (D) 2OG binding to Fe·TauD·taurine. ΔG (red), ΔH (blue) and −TΔS
(green) terms are taken from values listed in Table 2.5.

The primary substrate taurine binds within a cavity of the active site pocket in
proximity to the nonheme iron(II) center (Figure 2.1C). Our Fe·TauD·taurine Cp curve
shows no significant stabilization in the Tm for the complex over this process is best
understood by a model in which the binding of taurine is entropically driven, therefore
the protein-taurine complex has a lower enthalpy of unfolding plus taurine dissociation
(Table 2.5, Figure 2.9 reactions C and D1). The δΔHcal between Fe·TauD and
Fe·TauD·taurine is approximately 26.2 kcal/mol (or 14.4 kcal/mol for the TauD
apoprotein), providing a favorable entropy term for the binding process: ΔS = 105
cal·mol−1·K−1. The taurine-bound enzyme is stabilized by substrate interactions with
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several amino acid residues within the active site pocket (Figure 2.1B, blue residues): the
sulfonate moiety H-bonds with His70, Val102, and Arg270; the amine group forms Hbonds through two local water molecules; taurine's C2 has hydrophobic interactions with
Tyr73; and both the C1 and C2 atoms have hydrophobic interactions with Phe159 and
Phe206 to aid in positioning the taurine molecule for efficient hydroxylation.33–36 Thus, a
conformational change induced by taurine supports a H-bonding network that holds the
active site closed and positions hydrophobic residues away from solvent.35 The Hbonding network surrounding the iron(II) site is disrupted when taurine is bound; this
perturbation destabilizes the enzyme, which leads to the unfavorable ΔH for this event.
The resultant favorable entropy term for taurine binding is likely to be due to burial of
hydrophobic residues that correspond with conformational changes taking place within
the constraints of the active site pocket and the interface of the dimeric units. These
conformational changes may be masked completely or are, at most, the subtle changes
seen on the edges of the large, broad, cupin barrel CD signal. Taurine does not directly
bind to the iron(II) center of Fe·TauD, and TauD apoprotein can bind taurine within its
active site cavity as well. The thermal unfolding of TauD·taurine yields Tm and ΔHcal
values that are highly similar to Fe·TauD·taurine. Under the assumption that the
irreversible unfolding approximates the reversible unfolding approximates the reversible
(equilibrium) reaction, a thermodynamic profile was generated for taurine binding to
Fe·TauD and is shown in Figure 2.10B.
2-Oxoglutarate binds in a bidentate fashion to the iron(II) center, displacing two
solvent molecules in the process.18 Secondary sphere residues Thr126 and Arg266 aid in
the stabilization of the Fe·TauD·2OG complex through H-bonding and salt bridge
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formation, respectively (Figure 2.1B, yellow residues). The Tm for the Fe·TauD·2OG
complex suggests that it is significantly more stable than the enzyme alone, and the gain
in stability could be associated with the intramolecular interactions between the substrate,
iron(II), and the local amino acid residues. Moreover, the Cp curve is much more complex
than observed for the free enzyme; deconvolution of the asymmetric curve results in two
distinct unfolding processes. Interestingly, the first unfolding event occurs at a much
lower enthalpy than that for unfolding of the free enzyme. We suggest this result fits
either a model in which the binding of a molecule of 2OG to one monomer induces a
conformational change that destabilizes the second monomer in the dimeric unit, or a
model in which 2OG binds in two different modes; a productive mode where 2OG is
coordinated to the iron(II) center, and a nonproductive mode where 2OG binds
elsewhere. The productive 2OG binding mode, or favorable enthalpy binding mode,
(Table 2.2, Figure 2.9 reaction E2) exhibits an increased Tm and ΔHcal over the Fe·TauD
sample (Table 2.2, Figure 2.9 reaction B2). It is likely that in either case, the 2OG-bound
species is contained in the cupin barrel, with the 2-His-1-carboxylate facial triad along
with Arg266 and Thr126 providing favorable interactions within the enzyme-substrate
complexes. The higher Tm process likely corresponds with denaturation of the enzymesubstrate complex, where the ΔHcal contains the enthalpy of unfolding of Fe·TauD, along
with the enthalpy of dissociation of 2OG. Subtraction of ΔHFe·TauD (145.1 kcal/mol) from
ΔHFe·TauD·2OG (175.2 kcal/mol) yields an 2OG enthalpy of binding of approximately −30.1
(±2.1) kcal/mol. Using the previously reported K value and the enthalpy of binding for
2OG determined here, we generated a full thermodynamic profile for the binding reaction
of 2OG to Fe·TauD (Figure 2.10C). Although the favorable Gibbs free energy for this
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process is small (Kd = 270 μM),14 the enthalpically driven binding event is balanced by an
equally large, unfavorable entropy term.
When taurine binds to holoenzyme in the presence of 2OG, the remaining solvent
molecule in the iron(II) coordination sphere is lost, leaving a five-coordinate iron center
and priming the site for O2 coordination.13 Additionally, the binding equilibrium for 2OG
coordination increases by two orders of magnitude (Kd = 8 μM) when taurine is
present.14 When this quaternary complex is unfolded, we see two noteworthy unfolding
events. One event has an increased Tm over the Fe·TauD·2OG species by approximately
3 °C, and it shows a decrease in the enthalpic stabilization for the complex. This
corresponds with a Fe·TauD·2OG*-like species, as discussed above. The second
noteworthy denaturation process observed is assigned to the Fe·TauD·2OG·taurine
species, which shows both an increase in its Tm and ΔHcal over that for Fe·TauD·2OG
species. It seems the presence of taurine induces a structural reorganization that allows
for tighter binding of 2OG,14 and thus an increase in the Tm for of the Fe·TauD·2OG
complexes (71.9 °C). This structural reorganization may be observed in the CD signal,
where wavelength shifts within the major curve are seen, in addition to subtle changes on
the outer edges of the signal. The ΔHcal of quaternary complex unfolding (184.1 kcal/mol)
was deconvoluted using the ΔHFe·TauD·taurine to yield a value of −65.2 kcal/mol, which is
the enthalpy of 2OG binding in the presence of taurine. Using the more favorable Kd for
2OG binding in the presence of taurine yields an increase in favorable free energy (ΔG =
−6.94 kcal/mol), and a ΔS term of −195 cal·mol−1·K−1. This large increase in
thermodynamic terms includes additional heats besides the coordination of 2OG to the
iron(II), such as conformational change and solvent release. Additionally, the unfavorable
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entropy that balances the thermodynamic profile (Figure 2.10D) is likely due to
conformational restraints such as those on the rotational and translational entropy that
arises from locking the conformation in place through the Arg270 bridge between
substrates. This quaternary complex creates a five coordination iron(II) center by loss of a
water molecule, which has been proposed to supply approximately 10 kcal/mol in energy
for stabilization.36 The water loss could be compensated by subtle structural changes
within the enzyme to drive the reaction forward at the catalytic site. The thermodynamic
profile associated with 2OG binding to the Fe·TauD·taurine species is shown in Figure
2.10D.
From deconvolution of the DSC data, which approximate the equilibrium
reaction, thermodynamic profiles for the binding reactions of substrates to Fe·TauD are
depicted in Figure 2.10. The binding reaction of 2OG in the absence and presence of
taurine is clearly favorable in enthalpy and Gibbs free energy; however, taurine binding is
clearly entropically driven. Although the magnitude of the energy term for taurine
binding is quite small, the overall stability of the substrate-enzyme complex is evident
from the thermal denaturation experiments, and illustrates the cooperativity associated
with substrate and cofactor binding. At this point, the molecular mechanism associated
with this cooperativity is not clear, but interestingly there is a single amino-acid (Arg270)
that appears to link taurine to 2OG (Figure 2.1). Arginine 270 forms a salt bridge or
hydrogen bonding network between the sulfonate functional group of taurine and the
guanidinium group of its side-chain; this side-chain also interacts with a terminal
carboxylic acid of 2OG in the quaternary structure of Fe·TauD·taurine-2OG. This linkage
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is just one possibility that could be involved in the cooperativity between substrate and
cofactor binding in this well studied, but still intriguing nonheme iron(II) protein.
2.5

Conclusion
In summary, the thermal unfolding data for TauD and its substrate enzyme

complexes suggest that intramolecular interactions between substrates and TauD provide
stability to the globular structure. Together these data provide the means to map a
thermodynamic cycle associated with iron(II), 2OG, and taurine binding to TauD (Figure
2.11). This cycle clearly shows the complexity of the interactions between the metal ion
and substrates in the monomeric unit of TauD, where the presence of the substrate
impacts the affinity of the cofactor. Although the mechanism of this cooperativity is
unclear, the overall shift in melting temperature and enthalpy of denaturation (12 °C and
51.8 kcal/mol, respectively) suggest that binding of these two substrates in the active site
cavity of TauD has a significant impact on the global stability of the substrate-enzyme
complex.
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Fe·TauD·2OG*

TauD

+Fe2+
(-12)

TauD·taurine
+Fe2+
(~0)

Fe·TauD·
taurine

Fe·TauD·2OG
+taurine
(-9)

+taurine
(+26)

+taurine
(+14)

Figure 2.11

Fe·TauD

+2OG
(-30)

+2OG
(-65.0)

Fe·TauD·
2OG·taurine

Summary of thermodynamic data collected as part of the DSC study.

δΔH terms associated with each equilibrium are shown in parenthesis and have units of
kcal/mol.
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CHAPTER III
A THERMODYNAMIC STUDY OF MANGANESE(II), IRON(II), AND COBALT(II)
BINDING TO TAURINE/Α-KETOGLUTARATE DIOXYGENASE (TAUD)
Reprinted from Mingjie Li, Kate Henderson, Salette Martinez, Robert Hausinger
and Joseph Emerson. “The Irving–Williams series and the 2-His-1-carboxylate facial
triad: a thermodynamic study of Mn2+, Fe2+, and Co2+ binding to taurine/α-ketoglutarate
dioxygenase (TauD).” Biological Inorganic Chemistry 2018, 23, 785-793. Copyright ©
2018 Springer Nature. Reproduced with permission.
3.1

Introduction
In nature, matching a specific transition metal ion to its correct protein involves

complex processes that include metal ion uptake, regulation, export, sequestration, and
compartmentalization.1-15 This complexity is needed to ensure the appropriate metal ion
binds to its target protein.16 Biologically available metal ions exhibit varied affinities for
particular metal binding sites,17,18 but it was Irving and Williams who made the initial
observation that metal ion affinity generally increases across the row of transition metals
from Mn2+ to Cu2+ then slightly lessens when considering the main group metal ion
Zn2+.17 This observation, known as the Irving-Williams series, has been the focus of a
variety of chemical and biochemical studies where the underlying physical interactions
that impact the thermodynamics of metal ion coordination have been well-described for
simple small molecule systems.18 In proteins and other biomacromolecules, metal ion
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binding is more complicated. Metal ions or Lewis acids bind to biomolecules, where they
can impact both local and globular structure, and these dynamic changes temper these
primarily thermodynamically controlled events.19–21
As mentioned in chapter I, the metal-dependent active site in TauD is formed by
two histidine (H99 and H256) and a glutamate (E101) side-chains coordinating to one
face of the octahedral coordination geometry, known as 2-His-1-carboxylate facial traid
(Figure 3.1). This motif is found in a large number of nonheme Fe2+ proteins, yet limited
information is known regarding the thermodynamic parameters that govern transition
metal ions binding to this site.
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Figure 3.1

Structure of TauD

A is the monomer unit of Fe·TauD and B is the Fe2+-binding active site in TauD. The
metal is shown as an orange sphere, taurine is highlighted with yellow carbon atoms,
2OG is shown with violet carbons, and the 2-His-1-carboxylate facial triad is shown with
blue carbon atoms. The α-helices are shown in red and β-sheets are shown in green.
Coordinates for this structure are taken from the protein data bank (access code 1OS7).

Herein, we report our current efforts to study the thermodynamics of biologically
available transition metal ions binding to the Escherichia coli protein TauD. Specifically
our study is limited to Mn2+, Fe2+, and Co2+ coordination, which are metal ions
commonly found in reasonable concentrations the cytoplasm of E. coli.4 Other common
biological metal ions including Cu2+ and Zn2+ are known to have negligible
concentrations in the cytoplasm of E. coli, where TauD is known to fold and bind metal
ions.22 The cytosolic concentrations of Mn2+, Fe2+, and Co2+ are around 10 µM, 0.1 mM,
and low abundance, respectively,23 where the relative concentrations of metal ions likely
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play a distinctive role in determining which metal ion binds TauD in vivo. The
thermodynamic data reported herein show that there is a periodic increase in affinity of
these cytosolic metal ions to the 2-His-1-carboxylate facial triad (Figure 3.1) found in the
active site of TauD,22, 25–29 but also begins to unravel the underlying enthalpy and entropy
driving forces behind these affinities.
3.2
3.2.1

Materials and methods
Reagents
Metal salts, ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid disodium salt (EDTA), and buffers

were purchased at the highest grade available and were used as received. All solutions
were made using 18 MΩ water purified by a Millipore Ultrapurification system.
3.2.2

Overexpression and Purification
The taurine/2OG dioxygenase TauD was produced in E. coli BL21(DE3)

[pME4141] cells that were induced with 0.1 mM isopropyl-β-D-1-thiogalactose and
grown terrific broth containing kanamycin (50 µg ml-1) at 30 °C. 22 Cells were collected
by centrifugation, cell-free extracts were prepared, and TauD was purified by sequential
DEAE-Sepharose and phenyl Sepharose chromatographies as previously described.24
Purified apoprotein was stored in 25 mM tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (Tris), pH
8.0, buffer containing 1 mM EDTA at -80 °C.
3.2.3

Sample Preparation
Purified TauD stock was prepared by dialyzing against 3 L of 25 mM buffers at

pH 7.4 for 18 h. TauD concentration was determined by UV spectroscopy, using the
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calculated ε280 = 46,410 M-1 cm-1 based on the protein sequence. Metal solutions were
made by dilution of metal ion salts with the dialyzing buffer. All samples were made
anaerobic by purging with argon gas for 15 min.
3.2.4

Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC)
The MicroCal VP-ITC instrument was sealed in an anaerobic chamber with a

constant nitrogen flow. Experiments were run at 25 °C. The metal solutions were titrated
into samples of TauD apoprotein at a stirring rate of 307 rpm over 6 s, with 300 s
between each injection. Chelation titrations were performed by titrating EDTA solutions
into metal-TauD samples. Titrations of metal(II)-buffer samples into EDTA solutions
were performed in 2-(carbamoylmethylamino)ethanesulfonic acid (ACES), 2-(Nmorpholino)ethanesulfonic acid (MOPS), Tris, piperazine-N,N’-bis(2-ethanesulfonic
acid) (PIPES) and N-[tris(hydroxymethyl)methyl]-2-aminoethanesulfonic acid (TES)
buffers.
3.2.5

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)
Samples of TauD were diluted to a final concentration of 20 µM in the dialysate

buffer. The sample and reference cells of the differential scanning calorimeter (N-DSC II,
Calorimetry Sciences Corp) were made anaerobic using a glove bag purged for 30 min
with Ar, which actively displaces the aerobic atmosphere. Metal-enzyme samples were
thermally denatured by increasing the temperature from 15 to 85 °C at a scan rate of 2 °C
per min, then cooling to 15 °C at the same rate. The data were analyzed using CPCalc
software (Calorimetry Sciences Corp.) A final temperature scan was used as the baseline
for each experiment, and this baseline was subtracted from the raw data. All data were fit
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to single, two-state scaled models. Experiments were replicated 2-3 times and averaged.
Error bars are shown for one standard deviation from the mean.
3.2.6

Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy
TauD apoprotein and metal-bound TauD species were prepared as described

above, diluted to a final concentration of 5 µM in the dialysate buffer, and CD data were
measured between 200-250 nm using a quartz cell (1-cm pathlength) and an OLIS DSM20 spectropolarimeter (Bogart, GA).
3.3

Results
Calorimetry is a powerful technique for studying the thermodynamics of metal

ion binding to biological ligands. Through a single ITC experiment, the enthalpy (ΔHobs)
of the reaction and the equilibrium constant (Kobs) are directly measured. These data can
be used with two common thermodynamic equations to calculate the Gibbs free energy
(ΔG˚obs) and an entropy term (-TΔSobs) as shown in equations 3.1 and 3.2.
ΔG˚obs = –RTlnKobs

(3.1)

ΔG˚obs = ΔHobs – TΔSobs

(3.2)

A representative isotherm for the titration of 1 mM Co2+ into 100 µM TauD in 25 mM
Tris buffer at pH 7.4 and 25 °C is shown in Figure 3.2. For the direct binding reaction of
metal(II) to TauD, the raw heat data were baseline corrected and the isotherms were fit to
one-site binding equilibria to yield the equivalents of metal bound (n), observed
equilibrium constants (Kobs) allowing for the calculation of ΔG˚, and enthalpy values
(ΔHobs) (Table 3.1). Parallel experiments were done in other buffer systems, where the
enthalpy of ionization of the buffer can give insight into changes in Lewis acidity induced
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by metal ion binding. All ITC experiments were carried out in 25 mM buffer at pH 7.4
and 25 °C. Similar analyses were carried out using three different buffers for Mn2+. The
observed thermodynamic terms for metal binding to TauD are best considered to be a
complex series of metal-chelate and related interactions, which are fit to a model that
includes buffer-metal ion interactions, metal ion-protein interactions, H+ release, and
buffer ionization resulting from release or uptake of protons during the competitive
binding event.30-32
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kcal/mole of injectant
Figure 3.2

A representative set of raw data and the integrated isotherm for Co2+
binding to TauD.

This analysis was performed in 25 mM Tris buffer, pH 7.4, to obtain the binding
equilibrium and enthalpy for the reaction.
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Table 3.1

Observed thermodynamic parameters of manganese(II) acetate tetrahydrate
and cobalt(II) nitrate binding to TauDa

25 mM
Metal buffer
ion
(pH 7.4)

n

ΔHionization
(kcal/mol)

Kobs

ΔHobs
(kcal/mol)

ΔG˚obs
(kcal/mol)

3.2 (± 0.2)
x 104
-4.7 (± 0.1) -6.2 (± 0.1)
6.0 (± 0.6)
TES
0.8 (± 0.1)
-7.70
x 105
-4.3 (± 0.2) -7.9 (± 0.1)
3.7 (± 0.5)
Tris
0.7(± 0.1)
-11.36
x 105
-9.5 (± 0.1) -7.4 (± 0.1)
3.4 (± 0.8)
2+
MOPS 0.8 (± 0.2)
-5.04
x 106
-2.3 (± 0.2) -9.0 (± 0.1)
Co
1.1 (± 0.4)
TES
0.9 (± 0.1)
-7.7
x 105
-6.5 (± 0.8) -6.9 (± 0.4)
6.4 (± 0.1)
Tris
0.8 (± 0.1)
-11.36
x 106
-13.3 (± 0.8) -9.3 (± 0.1)
a
Error associated with the data presented represents one-standard deviation from the
mean of at least 2 independent experiments.
b
Buffer ionization enthalpy values are from reference.37
Mn2+

ACES

0.9 (± 0.1)

-7.27

To elucidate the thermodynamic properties of metal(II)-buffer interactions,
metal(II)-buffer complexes (using ACES, MOPS, Tris, PIPES, and TES buffers) were
titrated into EDTA solutions to obtain ΔHmetal-buffer (see Figures 3.3-3.4 and the
corresponding thermodynamic cycles in Tables 3.2-3.3). Then a plot of ΔHobs + ΔHmetalbuffer against

the buffer ΔHionization was generated for each data set, with the linear

relationships yielding slopes that are equal to the number of protons (np)
released/consumed. Analysis of the ITC data for Mn2+ and Co2+ binding to TauD
suggests that 1.5 (±0.1) and 2.0 (±0.3) protons are released during these processes,
respectively (Figure 3.5). For comparison, the parallel Fe2+ binding data reported earlier
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are also shown,24 where Fe2+ binding to TauD releases 1.1 (±0.1) protons (Figure 3.5,
black line).

Figure 3.3

A representative control experiment involving titration of Mn2+-buffer into
a solution containing EDTA in Tris buffer, pH 7.4.

These experiments were performed to elucidate the enthalpy of the Mn2+-Tris interaction,
which was used to deconvolute the Mn2+-TauD experiments.
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Table 3.2

The thermodynamic cycle for the Mn2+-buffer interaction

Buffer
Reaction
ACES

Coeff.

H2EDTA2-  HEDTA3- + H+

0.05

4.2a

HEDTA3-  EDTA4- + H+

1.0

5.4a

ACES + H+  H+-ACES

1.05

-7.27b

Mn2+ + EDTA4-  [Mn-EDTA]2-

1

-4.6a

1

-1.6

Mn2+-ACES  Mn2+ + ACES
2+

+

2+

+

Mn -ACES + H -EDTA  Mn -EDTA + H ACES
TES

-8.21

H2EDTA2-  HEDTA3- + H+

0.05

4.2a

HEDTA3-  EDTA4- + H+

1.0

5.4a

TES + H+  H+-TES

1.05

-7.7b

Mn2+ + EDTA4-  [Mn-EDTA]2-

1

-4.6a

Mn2+-TES  Mn2+ + TES

1

-0.5

Mn2+-TES + H+-EDTA  Mn2+-EDTA + H+TES
Tris

ΔH
(kcal/mol)

-7.6

H2EDTA2-  HEDTA3- + H+

0.05

4.2a

HEDTA3-  EDTA4- + H+

1.0

5.4a

Tris + H+  H+-Tris

1.05

-11.36b

Mn2+ + EDTA4-  [Mn-EDTA]2-

1

-4.6a

Mn2+-Tris  Mn2+ + Tris

1

-0.2

Mn2+-Tris + H+-EDTA  Mn2+-EDTA + H+-Tris

-11.08

The ionization enthalpies and enthalpy of the Mn2+-EDTA interaction were taken from
the following references:
a
Data are obtained from reference.39
b
Data is from reference.37
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Figure 3.4

A representative control experiment involving titration of Co2+-buffer into
a solution containing EDTA in Tris buffer, pH 7.4.

These experiments were performed to elucidate the enthalpy of the Co2+-Tris interaction,
which was used to deconvolute the Co2+-TauD experiments.
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Table 3.3

The thermodynamic cycle for the Co2+-buffer interaction

Buffer

ΔH
Coeff. (kcal/mol)

Reaction
MOPS H2EDTA2-  HEDTA3- + H+

0.05

4.2a

HEDTA3-  EDTA4- + H+

1.0

5.4a

MOPS + H+  H+-MOPS

1.05

-5.04b

Co2+ + EDTA4-  [Co-EDTA]2-

1

-3.8a

Co2+-MOPS  Co2+ + MOPS

1

-0.3

Co2+-MOPS + H+-EDTA  Co2+-EDTA +
H+-MOPS
TES

-3.77

H2EDTA2-  HEDTA3- + H+

0.05

4.2a

HEDTA3-  EDTA4- + H+

1.0

5.4a

TES + H+  H+-TES

1.05

-7.7b

Co2+ + EDTA4-  [Co-EDTA]2-

1

-3.8a

1

-0.8

Co2+-TES  Co2+ + TES
2+

+

2+

+

Co -TES + H -EDTA  Co -EDTA + H TES
Tris

-7.08

H2EDTA2-  HEDTA3- + H+

0.05

4.2a

HEDTA3-  EDTA4- + H+

1.0

5.4a

Tris + H+  H+-Tris

1.05

-11.36b

Co2+ + EDTA4-  [Co-EDTA]2-

1

-3.8a

1

0.9

Co2+-Tris  Co2+ + Tris
2+

+

2+

+

Co -Tris + H -EDTA  Co -EDTA + H -9.21
Tris
The ionization enthalpies and enthalpy of the Co2+-EDTA interaction were taken from the
following references:
a
Data are obtained from reference.39
b
Data are from reference.37
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Figure 3.5

Observed enthalpies corrected for metal(II)-buffer interactions plotted
against buffer ionization enthalpies.

The slope of these plots yields the number of protons released (np). The reactions include
Co2+ added to TauD (blue, np = 2.0 (±0.3), r2 = 0.983), Mn2+ added to TauD (red, np = 1.5
(±0.1), r2 = 0.999), and Fe2+ added to TauD (black, np = 1.1(±0.1), r2 = 0.999).30
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The heats measured in the ITC experiments are the summation of all heats
produced from the metal ion coordination. We and others have used a relatively simple
thermodynamic analysis of such data to estimate the change in enthalpy (∆H) associated
with metal ion binding.22,24,25 By applying this analysis to TauD, the buffer independent
thermodynamic parameters associated with metal(II) ion binding can be determined. The
thermodynamic reactions modeled for Mn2+, Fe2+, and Co2+ binding to TauD are
illustrated in Table 3.4 for particular buffers. Analogous analyses using several buffers
provided the buffer-independent data found in Table 3.5. The buffer-independent Mn2+
and Co2+ binding data obtained through this analysis were averaged with the bufferindependent enthalpies derived from the other metal-buffer binding experiments to yield
∆H for metal ion binding to TauD of 7.8 (± 0.2), 1.6 (± 0.9), and 8.9 (± 1.1) kcal/mol for
Mn2+, Fe2+, and Co2+, respectively (Table 3.6). Notably, these data correlate well with a
similar analysis of the previously reported Fe2+ binding event to TauD, which has an
enthalpy of 1.6 (± 0.9) kcal/mol.30
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Table 3.4

Metal
Mn

2+

Example thermodynamic cycles for metal(II) binding to TauD in buffered
solutions at pH 7.4.
Reaction

Coeff.

ΔH
(kcal/mol)

Mn-Tris  Mn2+ + Tris

1

-0.16a

Tris + H+  H+-Tris

1.5

-11.36b

Mn2+ + TauD-H1.5  Mn-TauD + 1.5 H+

1

7.67

0.5 Tris + Mn-Tris + TauD-1.5 H+  Mn-TauD
+ 1.5 H+-Tris
Fe2+

-9.53c

Fe-HEPES  Fe2+ + HEPES

1

1.9a

HEPES + H+  H+-HEPES

1.1

-4.86b

Fe2+ + TauD-H1.1  Fe-TauD + 1.1 H+

1

1.55

0.1 HEPES + Fe-HEPES + TauD-H1.1+  FeTauD + 1.1 H+-HEPES
Co2+

-1.9c

Co-Tris  Co2+ + Tris

1

0.9a

Tris + H+  H+-Tris

2

-11.36b

Co2+ + TauD-H2  Co-TauD + 2H+

1

8.56

Tris +Co2+-Tris + TauD-2H+  Co2+-TauD + 2
-13.26c
H+-Tris
a
Calculated from the control experiments of EDTA chelating metal ions from
buffer complexes.
b
Value is taken from ref.37
c
Data collected from ITC experiments described here.
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Table 3.5

25 mM
buffer
ACES
HEPES
MOPS
TES
Tris
Average

Table 3.6

Buffer-independent enthalpy values associated with Mn2+, Fe2+, Co2+
binding to TauD.
ΔHMn-TauD
(kcal/mol)
7.6 (± 0.1)
--8.0 (± 0.2)
7.7 (± 0.1)
7.8 (± 0.2)

ΔHFe-TauD
(kcal/mol)
1.6 (± 0.8)
1.6 (± 0.5)
1.5 (± 0.1)
--1.6 (± 0.9)

ΔHCo-TauD
(kcal/mol)
--8.4 (± 0.2)
9.7 (± 0.7)
8.6 (± 0.8)
8.9 (± 1.1)

A complete set of thermodynamic parameters from ITC experiments
associated with metal ion binding to TauD.a

ΔG˚ (kcal/mol)

ΔH (kcal/mol)

-TΔS (kcal/mol)

H+ release

Mn2+

-8.4 (±0.2)

7.8 (±0.2)

-16.2 (±0.3)

1.5 (±0.1)

Fe2+

-10.1 (±0.1)

1.6 (±0.9)

-11.7 (±0.9)

1.1 (±0.1)

Co2+

-12.5 (±0.3)

8.9 (±1.1)

-21.4 (±1.1)

2.0 (±0.3)

a

Error range is calculated as one standard deviation from the mean for a minimum of 3
trials.
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The Kobs value for the direct titration of metal into TauD was also affected by
additional equilibria in solution, which includes an association constant Ka of M2+-TauD
and a dissociation constant (Kd) for the M2+-buffer interaction (shown in Table 3.7.)
However, the Kobs values measured in the ITC experiments for metal ions binding to
TauD are at the upper-limits of measurability. To obtain a more accurate Ka for the M2+TauD complex, chelation experiments with a strong metal-binding compound were used.
The well-established metal chelator EDTA was used to remove metal ions from the M2+TauD complexes (as shown in Table 3.8) The equilibrium constant associated with
EDTA chelation of metal ion from M-TauD (Kobs*) was measured by ITC experiments.
The representative isotherms of EDTA titrated into Co-TauD and Mn-TauD in 25 mM
TES buffer at pH 7.4 and 25 °C are shown in Figures 3.6-3.7 and the average values are
shown in Table 3.9. The integrated isotherms for the observed chelation included the MEDTA binding event, a second process associated with dilution of EDTA into a buffer
solution and a competitive binding event associated with M-apo TauD; the dilution was
corrected for by doing control experiments;30,32 our analysis data fitted by a competitive
binding mode indicated that effect of M-apo TauD binding can be ignored. The Kobs*
obtained by this process can be assumed to be the product of the dissociation constant of
a metal ion from TauD, (Kd(M-TauD)), and the well-established association constant for
metal ion binding to EDTA (K(M-EDTA)), as shown in equation 3.3.
Kobs* = Kd(M-TauD) x K(M-EDTA)
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(3.3)

Table 3.7

K values for M2+ binding to TauD
Reaction

Table 3.8

M2+-buffer  M2+ + buffer

Kd(metal-buffer)

M2+ + TauD  M2+-TauD

Ka(metal-TauD)

M2+-buffer + TauD  M2+-TauD + buffer

Kobs

K values for M2+ chelation binding to TauD.

Reaction
M2+-TauD  M2+ + TauD

Kd(M-TauD)

M2+ + HEDTA  M2+-HEDTA

Ka(M-EDTA)a

M2+-TauD + HEDTA  M2+-HEDTA + TauD

Kobs*
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Figure 3.6

Representative ITC raw data of titration of EDTA into a solution
containing Co-TauD in 25 mM TES buffer at pH 7.4 and 25 °C.
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Figure 3.7

Representative ITC raw data of titration of EDTA into a solution
containing Mn-TauD in TES buffer at pH 7.4 and 25 °C.
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Table 3.9

Thermodynamic properties of EDTA titrated into M-TauD

Metal ion

n

Mn2+

0.7 (± 0.3)

Kobs*
7.6 (± 1.1)
x 107

Co2+

0.6 (± 0.2)

1.0 (± 0.3)
x 107

ΔHobs (kcal/mol)

ΔSobs (cal/mol)

-6.3 (± 0.9)

14.9 (± 3.7)

-7.3 (± 1.4)

8.2 (± 4.8)

The Kd(M-TauD) can be easily converted to the association constant for metal
ions to TauD, Ka(M-TauD) yielding values of 1.6 x 106 and 1.7×109 for Mn2+ and Co2+,
respectively. The corresponding ΔG˚ values for these terms are -8.4 kcal/mol and -12.5
kcal/mol for Mn2+ and Co2+ binding to TauD, respectively. When compared to the ΔG˚
value of -10.1 kcal/mol measured for Fe2+ binding to TauD,24 we note a regular increase
in the affinity of metal(II) ions for TauD, when going from Mn2+ to Fe2+ to Co2+ (Table
3.10). Using the ΔH and ΔG˚ terms, we calculated the entropy terms (-T∆S) for metal(II)
binding to TauD (Table 3.10). Whereas there is a general increase in ∆G˚ going from
from Mn2+ to Fe2+ to Co2+, consistent with the Irving-Williams series, the observed ∆H
and -T∆S values do not show a regular or periodic trend. In fact, Mn2+, Fe2+, Co2+ show
very different unfavorable enthalpy terms, which are in all likelihood dominated by
ionization processes as associated with the Lewis acidic metal ions becoming buried
within the protein, where at this level the metal ion binding events appeared to be driven
through entropic events.
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Table 3.10

A complete set of thermodynamic parameters from ITC experiments
associated with metal ion binding to TauD.a
ΔG˚ (kcal/mol)

ΔH (kcal/mol)

-TΔS (kcal/mol)

H+ release

Mn2+

-8.4 (±0.2)

7.8 (±0.2)

-16.2 (±0.3)

1.5 (±0.1)

Fe2+

-10.1 (±0.1)

1.6 (±0.9)

-11.7 (±0.9)

1.1 (±0.1)

Co2+

-12.5 (±0.3)

8.9 (±1.1)

-21.4 (±1.1)

2.0 (±0.3)

a

Error range is calculated as one standard deviation from the mean for a minimum of 3
trials.

For comparison, a series of differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) experiments
were also performed to explore the global stability of various metal-bound forms of
TauD. Although the thermal denaturation of TauD and its metal-substituted complexes is
not reversible, an approximate change in enthalpy for these systems can be
derived.23,33,34 The TauD apoprotein unfolding event (Figure 3.8, dashed curve) was fit
to a single two-state model, giving TmTauD at 59.2 (± 0.1) °C and ∆HTauD of 132.3 (±
1.8) kcal/mol (Table 3.11). For Mn-TauD (Figure 3.8, red curve), a similar model
indicated unfolding at TmTauD of 59.7 (± 0.2) °C with ∆HTauD of 143.6 (± 0.2) kcal/mol
(Table 3.11). The difference in the unfolding enthalpies of the two forms of the protein
yielded the enthalpy of binding of Mn2+ to the enzyme: (∆∆Hbinding = ∆HTauD - ∆HMnTauD).
This ∆∆Hbinding is -11.3 (± 1.8) kcal/mol, which represents the stabilization of TauD by
the Mn2+ ion in solution. The Fe-TauD sample was previously reported to unfold (Figure
3.8, black curve) according to a two-state model, providing the thermodynamic
parameters shown in Table 3.11. For Co-TauD (Figure 3.8, blue curve), the unfolding
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event was fit to a single two-state model to obtain TmTauD of 65.2 (± 0.2) °C and ∆HTauD
of 148.2 (± 0.4) kcal/mol (Table 3.11). The ∆∆Hbinding for Co-TauD was calculated to be 15.9 (± 1.8) kcal/mol. The Co-TauD denaturation curve can also be fit to two, two-state
binding models with similar goodness of fit as the single two-state model (Table 3.11).
The first two-state denaturation event was assigned as a small amount of TauD
apoprotein in the sample, due to the similarities of the sample Tm and ∆H, which
compared well to the DSC data collected for TauD. The second unfolding event was
assigned to the denaturation profile of Co-TauD with a Tm at 65.4 (± 0.1) °C and ∆HTauD
of 148.6 (± 0.1). If we consider the difference in the enthalpy terms, ∆∆Hbinding yielded a
value of -16.0 (± 1.8) kcal/mol, which is effectively the same as the value obtained from
the single two-state model. In summary, the enthalpies of metal binding obtained from
DSC experiments show the largest magnitude for Co-TauD, where the overall trend in
enthalpic stabilization of metal ions in TauD can be ordered as Co-TauD > Fe-TauD >
Mn-TauD.
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Figure 3.8

Heat capacity curves for the thermal denaturation of TauD species.

TauD apoprotein (dashed), Fe-TauD (black), Mn-TauD (red), and Co-TauD (blue).

Table 3.11

Thermodynamic data for the thermal denaturation of metal-TauD species as
measured by DSC

Sample

Fitting Tm
model (oC)

TauD

2-state

Mn·TauD

2-state

Fe-TauDa

2-state

Co-TauD

2-state
two 2state

a

59.2
(± 0.1)
59.7
(±0.2)
61.4
(± 0.9)
65.2
(± 0.2)
59.9
(± 0.1)
65.4
(± 0.1)

ΔH
(kcal/mol)

Species
observed in
experiment

132.3 (± 1.8)

TauD

143.6 (± 0.2)

Mn-TauD

145.1 (± 1.8)

Fe-TauD

148.2 (± 0.4)

Co-TauD

135.6 (± 0.1)
148.6 (± 0.1)

Data from reference.30
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TauD
Co-TauD

The CD spectra (Figure 3.9) of the three metal-TauD complexes varied subtly,
with Fe-TauD showing a maximum negative ellipticity band at 225 nm whereas the MnTauD and Co-TauD samples exhibited their maximal CD features at 226 and 221 nm,
respectively. Overall, these CD data support the notion that the metallated forms of TauD
have similar secondary structures, with the CD signal blue shifting with Co2+ binding and
red shifting with Mn2+ which provides evidence that the energetics of metal ion binding is
transduced into the secondary structural features of these metal-substituted TauD
samples.

Figure 3.9

CD spectra of metal-TauD species.

TauD apoprotein (green), Fe-TauD (black), Mn-TauD (red), and Co-TauD (blue). CD
intensities were normalized at 245 nm.
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3.4

Discussion
In this study, the buffer-independent thermodynamic driving forces are measured

for Mn2+ and Co2+ binding to the 2-His-1-carboxylate facial triad of TauD. These data are
compared to the published Fe2+ thermodynamic data to give insight into how the
thermodynamics observed for possible cytosolic transition metal ions compares to the
affinity predicted by the Irving-Williams series.30 The thermodynamic parameters derived
from thermal denaturation curves measured for Mn-TauD and Co-TauD using DSC
match well with the data from the parallel ITC experiments for Mn2+ and Co2+ binding to
TauD. This internal consistency of the data gives confidence to our models for
interpreting these complex thermodynamic processes.
Mn2+, Fe2+, and Co2+ binding to TauD are highly favorable processes with ΔG˚
values of -8.1, -10.1, and -12.8 kcal/mol, respectively. The metal ions bind in a 1:1
stoichiometry with the monomer unit of TauD. The stoichiometry (n) of metal ion
binding to TauD for the direct titration experiments is around 0.8 for both Co2+ and Mn2+
(shown in Table 3.1), suggesting residual divalent metal ions exist in the apoprotein
sample. A control experiment of EDTA titrated into apoprotein was performed, leading to
around 0.2 mol equiv of M2+ bound to EDTA (see Figure 3.10), confirming the capacity
for binding only substoichiometric amounts of metal. Binding of Mn2+, Fe2+, and Co2+ to
TauD shows incremental gains in the magnitude of the free energy, typically following
the Irving-Williams series of stability.17 However, the equilibria for Mn2+, Fe2+, and Co2+
binding to TauD encompasses a number of linked processes, which likely include ligand
exchange and water and amino-acid side chain ionization. At pH 7.4, the observed
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enthalpy of this process (the summation of all linked enthalpy terms) results in an overall
endothermic process, where metal coordination is primarily driven by entropic forces.

Figure 3.10

A control reaction involving titration of EDTA into a solution containing
TauD apoprotein.

The first two injections indicate that residual divalent metal ions may be present in the
apoprotein samples. This response is equivalent to approximately 0.2 moles of metal per
mole of protein, which complements the results from the analysis of metals binding to
TauD.
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If we consider the metal binding domain in TauD and the surrounding ionizable
residues (Figure 3.11), we can generate a thermodynamic model that allows us to further
interrogate the enthalpy terms associated with these metal-binding processes. Specifically
our aim is to discuss the source of protons released and provide insight into the enthalpy
of binding metal ions to the 2-His-1-carboxylate facial triad. Asn95, His99, Asp101,
Trp248, His255 and Arg270 lie within 5.0 Å of the metal ion, but only His and Arg will
be partially and fully protonated at pH 7.4. We expect that His99 and His255 (pKa ~ 6.04)
will release ~0.1 H+ to bulk solution when metal ion binds to these members of the 2-His1carboxylate facial triad. Additionally, we expect ~1.0 H+ to be released from
coordinated H2O as the metal stabilizes its dicationic charge. Metal ions dramatically
decrease the pKa of bound H2O molecules.33 At pH 7.4, the Asp carboxylate has
effectively no acidic proton density, which leaves the only other nearby residue Arg272
as a possible source of H+ release. Although Arg270 does not coordinate to the metal ion
in TauD, it is positioned very close to the metal site (~3.9 Å) and it appears to be very
important in the H-bonding network surrounding the metal center. Coordination of a
Lewis acid to the 2-His-1-carboxylate metal binding site will modulate the local
environment, which could impact the pKa of Arg270. Currently our best models for the
proton release events associated with Mn2+, Fe2+ and Co2+ binding to TauD are described
in Table 3.12. In each of these models, we expect approximately 0.1 H+ to derive from
the ionization of H+-His, 1.0 H+ from water, and the rest of the H+ to be from the
ionization of H+-Arg. Interestingly, once the ionization energies associated with H+
release are estimated, this model provides increasing exothermic enthalpy values
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associated with metal ion binding as we move from Mn to Co. Specifically, this model
for interpreting the enthalpy data yielded changes in enthalpy for Mn2+. Fe2+, and Co2+ to
be -11.1, -12.2, and -16.0 kcal/mol at pH 7.4 This trend is inversely proportional to the
hydration radii of the metal ions studied, estimated to be 2.177, 2.131, and 2.09 Å for
high spin Mn2+, Fe2+, and Co2+.33

Figure 3.11

The Fe2+-binding active site in TauD including residues within 5 Å of the
iron site.

The distance between the non-coordinating local residues, Asn95 and Arg270, and the
metal center are shown with red lines. In this case, the iron(II) is shown as an orange
sphere, and the 2-His-1-carboxylate facial triad is highlighted with a green triangle. 2OG,
taurine, and the backbone peptides have been removed for clarity. (PDB code 1OS7).
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Table 3.12

Models for deconvoluting the enthalpy of M2+ binding to TauD.

Metal

Reaction

Coeff.

ΔH (kcal/mol)

Mn2+

TauD-MnOH2  TauD-MnOH + H+

1

13.34a

TauD-(His)-H+  TauD + H+

0.1

7.17b

TauD-(Arg)-H+  TauD + H+

0.4

11.95b

Mn2+ + TauD  Mn-TauD

1

-11.1

Mn2+ + TauD-H1.5  Mn-TauD + 1.5 H+

1

7.8c

TauD-FeOH2  TauD-FeOH + H+

1

13.34a

TauD-(His)-H+  TauD + H+

0.1

7.17b

Fe2+ + TauD  Fe-TauD

1

-12.2

Fe2+ + TauD-H1.1  Fe-TauD + 1.1 H+

1

1.6c

TauD-CoOH2  TauD-CoOH + H+

1

13.34a

TauD-(His)-H+  TauD + H+

0.1

7.17b

TauD-(Arg)-H+  TauD + H+

0.9

11.95b

Co2+ + TauD  Co-TauD

1

-16.0

Fe2+

Co2+

Co2+ + TauD-H2.0  Co-TauD + 2.0 H+

8.9c
1
a
Represents the ionization of water within the H2O-M2+-TauD complex involving
deprotonation to the HO-M2+-TauD species.39
b
Value is taken from reference.38
c
Data from Table 3.5.
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Together, these data indicate that the dynamic equilibria associated with metal ion
coordination to biomolecules and the resulting perturbation of the local environment (i.e.
the ionization of water and amino acids) plays a huge role in the driving forces for metal
ion binding in biology. Notably, the stabilization of metallated TauD increased regularly
as we shift from Mn2+ to Fe2+ to Co2+ in terms of both enthalpy and free energy.
Furthermore, it is also clear that some of this stability is translated into the dominant
secondary structure of TauD, where the CD signal of the β barrel blue shifts with more
stabilizing metal ions.
After analyzing the entropic terms measured for these processes, it is clear that
there is little correlation between atomic number and entropic driving forces supporting
metal ion coordination. All three of these metal ions have similar ionic radii,34 solvation
radii,35 coordination numbers in aqueous media,36 and water induced pKa changes,33
which begs the question “from where do these dramatic entropic changes arise for Mn2+,
Fe2+, and Co2+?” One possibility is that the Lewis acidity of the metal ions in TauD is
significantly different than in pure aqueous media. In this case, the Lewis acidity of the
metal ions can be ranked simply by considering the number of protons released when
binding to TauD. Cobalt(II) binding releases 2.0 (±0.3) H+, Mn2+ binding releases 1.5
(±0.1) H+, whereas Fe2+ releases only 1.1 (±0.1) H+; this lets us rank their Lewis acidity
as follows: Co2+ > Mn2+ > Fe2+. Interestingly, there is a linear correlation between
protons released from Mn2+, Fe2+, and Co2+ binding to TauD versus the entropy term
associated with these metal ions binding to TauD (Figure 3.12). Based on these data
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points, there appears to be an entropic driving force of approximately -10.8 kcal/mol per
proton at 25 oC during the metal binding event.

Figure 3.12

Entropy penalties plotted versus proton release for Mn2+, Fe2+, and Co2+.

These data correlate well (r2 = 0.98) with a linear relationship to the entropic penalty and
proton release. The slope is -10.8 (±0.1) kcal/mol.

3.5

Conclusion
In summary, the thermodynamic profiles associated with transition elements

25-27 show that the free energy of metal ion binding to TauD follows the IrvingWilliams series for these metal ions. It is unclear how the changes in enthalpy and
entropy facilitate increasing the magnitude of the free energy term, thereby increasing the
affinity of Fe2+ over Mn2+, and Co2+ over Fe2+. In small molecule coordination chemistry,
these interactions can be linked to stabilization of bonding orbitals, where notions like
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absolute hardness and ligand field stabilization energies can lead to strong enthalpically
favorable interactions. 18 However, the change in enthalpy terms for these binding events
with biological and complex ligands are complicated to say the least, where the burying
of a Lewis acid impacts local thermodynamic processes in addition to stabilizing the
protein. The blue shift in the CD spectra of Mn-, Fe-, and Co-TauD indicates that the
metal binding event impacts the relative stability of the intramolecular interactions which
stabilize the cupin fold in TauD. This observation may indicate that some of the
stabilizing energy from metal ion coordination is converted into secondary structure
stabilization in TauD. To move past a thermodynamic model for these interactions,
further studies defining metal ion speciation in aqueous solution and assessing the overall
impact of metal binding on local ionizable residues is needed. However, it is clear that
the complex ion equilibria associated with metal ion coordination can be modelled with a
simple set of related equilibria, but on an atomic level the metal ion coordination to
biomolecules is a vastly more complicated process than just ligand coordination alone.
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CHAPTER IV
THERMODYNAMICS OF IRON, SUBSTRATE AND COSTUSTRATE BINDING TO
ETHYLENE FORMING ENZYME (EFE)
4.1

Introduction
In this chapter, a unique 2-oxoglutarate dependent nonheme iron(II) dioxygenase,

ethylene forming enzyme (EFE), is discussed and compared with TauD.
Ethylene is an important molecule for the formation of a variety of plastics and
other materials.1 Traditional methods to produce ethylene from petroleum and petroleum
byproducts have serious impacts on the environment,2 which has led to the search for
alternative, environmentally friendly methods for CH2CH2 production. Fortunately,
ethylene is also a molecule found in biological systems, where it acts as a vital hormone
for plant growth and development.3 Additionally, some plant pathogens, including
several pseudomonas strains, contain enzymatic pathways to generate ethylene that could
be adapted to produce ethylene in a sustainable fashion.4–8 The ethylene-forming enzyme
(EFE) from Pseudomonas syringae has been proposed as a “green” option to synthesize
ethylene.9–11 Recently, a series of crystal structures of EFE have been reported,12,13 which
have given new mechanistic insight into this nonheme iron(II) protein.
EFE belongs to a family of iron(II) and 2OG-dependent oxygenases which
typically utilize 2OG and O2 to generate a high-valent iron species that attacks a C-H
bond to hydroxylate a substrate,14 in this case hydroxylating Cδ of L-arginine (Arg) to
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form an intermediate that decomposes to guanidine and L-∆-1-pyrroline-5-carboxylate
(P5C) (Scheme 4.1, top).12,15 In EFE, however, a second pathway catalyzes the O2dependent conversion of 2OG into ethylene and three CO2 at the same enzyme active site
(Scheme 4.1, bottom). This “dual circuit” mechanism catalyzed by EFE suggests there is
remarkable flexibility in the active site pocket of the enzyme, which provides the means
to perform both of these distinctive O2 activation reactions.
Scheme

Scheme 4.1

Reaction Catalyzed by the Ethylene-Forming enzyme (EFE)

The active site of EFE consists of an iron(II) binding motif housed in a cupin fold
or antiparallel beta barrel (Figure 4.1A).12,13 The non-heme iron(II) ion in EFE is bound
by two histidine residues (H189 and H268) and the carboxylate side chain of an aspartate
residue (D191). These ligands occupy one face of the octahedral coordination geometry,
which has been dubbed the 2-histidine-1-carboxylate facial triad (Figure 1B).16,17 This
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geometry leaves the adjacent three coordination positions occupied by solvent that can
readily be displaced by the typically bidentate cofactor, 2OG (Figure 4.1B), leaving one
site for O2 coordination. A series of secondary amino acid side chains are poised to
stabilize Arg and 2OG binding. The side chains of E84, D191, Y192, and R316 along
with the backbone carbonyl groups of V85 and T86 form H-bonding networks to position
Arg in the active site of EFE. Furthermore, the side-chains of R171 and H268 stabilize
the C1 carboxyl group and α-keto acid functionality, respectively. Additionally, R277
forms a salt bridge with the distal carboxylate of 2OG. Interestingly, when the substrate
Arg is not present 2OG exhibits an aberrant monodentate binding mode, which may
contribute to the alternative chemistry that this enzyme can perform.12
Here, we report a thermodynamic investigation of iron(II), substrate, and cofactor
binding to EFE. Calorimetric and spectroscopic methods including circular dichroism
(CD) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and isothermal titration calorimetry
(ITC) are used to explore the thermal stability of the EFE apoprotein, the iron(II) binding
protein and the relevant enzyme-substrate species. A complete profile of the substrate
contributions to the global stability is presented. Thus, we assess the impact of this
complex series of equilibria on the pre-oxygen activation steps associated with the
mechanism of this enzyme. Through this investigation, we attempt to gain insight into
“dual circuit” nature of EFE.
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Figure 4.1

The EFE monomer structure.

The EFE monomer binds iron(II) (substituted with mangangese(II) in this structure) in
the center of the characteristic cupin barrel (A). The active site cavity within bound
substrates. The H189, H268 and D191 are labeled in green color. The carbon atoms of
2OG are colored by yellow, and the carbon atoms of L-arginine (Arg) are shown in
magenta. The residues stabilizing 2OG are shown with orange carbon atoms, where the
residues stabilizing L-Arg are shown with their carbon atoms in purple. Throughout this
study protein derived amino acids will be abbreviated with single letter amino acid codes,
whereas the substrate arginine will be designated by its 3-letter code for clarity.
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4.2
4.2.1

Materials and methods
Reagents and general procedures
L-Arginine and 2OG chemicals were obtained through Sigma-Aldrich and used as

received. All buffers, ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid disodium salt (EDTA), and metal
salts were purchased at the highest grade available and used as received. 18 MΩ ultrapure
water filtered through a Millipore Ultrapurification system was used to make all solutions
in this paper.
4.2.2

Overexpression and purification of EFE
EFE was produced in Escherichia coli BL21 Gold (DE3) cells including the

pUC19-derived plasmid harboring the EFE gene (pUC19-efe-His6). Cultures were
supplemented with kanamycin (50 µg/mL) and grown overnight 37 °C with constant
shaking. The culture with rich cells was then induced by the addition of 0.2 mM
isopropyl-β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside and incubated overnight at 20 °C. Cells were
harvested by centrifugation at 6130 g for 10 min and resuspended in buffer A (50 mM
NaH2PO4, pH 8.0, and 500 mM NaCl, and 10 mM imidazole). Cell-free extracts were
lysed by sonication followed by centrifugation at 34220×g for 20 min. The lysate was
applied to a nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid (Ni-NTA) agarose column (10 mL, Qiagen), and
protein was eluted using 100 mL buffer A for unbound proteins and 50 mL of buffer B
(50 mM NaH2PO4, pH 8.0, and 500 mM NaCl) for His6-EFE. The desired fractions were
concentrated and exchanged into buffer composed of 50 mM NaH2PO4(pH 8.0) and 500
mM NaCl by using a 10 kDa molecular weight cutoff Amicon Ultra-15 centrifugal filter
unit (EMD Millipore). The His tag was removed by incubating the concentrated protein
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with His7-TEV238∆ protease for 16-18 h at 4 °C and analyzed by sodium dodecyl sulfate
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, and those containing TauD were pooled,
concentrated using a centrifugal filter (Millipore), and dialyzed overnight into TE
containing 0.5 M (NH4)2SO4. The EFE/TEV protease mixture was loaded onto a Ni-NTA
column equilibrated with buffer A. The flow-through fraction was concentrated and
dialyzed into 25 mM 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES)
buffer (pH 8.0) containing 1 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) and 1 mM
dithiothreitol (DTT). A 5% glycerol solution was added and the purified EFE was stored
in aliquots at -80 °C.
The purified EFE was identified by sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). The size of the protein was confirmed by size exclusion
chromatography coupled to multiangle light scattering (SEC-MALS) detection and
electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS).
4.2.3

EFE and its substrate complexes solution preparation
Samples for CD, DSC and ITC analysis were prepared as the following manner:

EFE apoprotein was dialyzed for 18 h against a buffer system of 50 mM HEPES, 100
mM NaCl and 200 µM EDTA (pH 8.0) to remove residual metal. The EFE apoprotein
stock was then dialyzed two times against 1L of buffer containing 25 mM HEPES for 3
h, and one additional dialysis against the buffer (1L) overnight. Stock solutions of Larginine, 2OG and Fe(NH4)2(SO4)2 were made in the dialysate buffer. All solutions were
purged with Ar to eliminate the various oxidation reactions generated to make anaerobic
environment. 1 equivalent of Fe(NH4)2(SO4)2 was added anaerobically to EFE apoprotein
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to produce FeEFE. To shift the equilibrium in favor of the substrate-enzyme complexes,
substrates including L-arginine or 2OG were added anaerobically to enzyme samples to a
final concentration of 0.5 mM.
4.2.4

Circular Dichroism
CD is used to measure the secondary structure of EFE complexes. CD samples

were diluted to a final concentration of 5 µM. All the solution including apoprotein,
iron(II) salt, 2OG and L-arginine solution were degassed for 30 min to remove all the
oxygen. EFE and complexes were prepared in an anaerobic environment and transferred
into a cuvette within a rubber top. CD spectra of samples were measured from 190 to 250
nm by using a Olis DSM-20 CD spectrometer (Bogart, GA).
4.2.5

Differential scanning calorimetry
DSC was used to measure denaturing process of EFE complexes. Here, a

Calorimetry Sciences Nano-DSC is constructed with gold capillary cells for reference
and sample solutions. A portable glove box was used to cover the top of DSC, which can
afford an anaerobic environment for reference and sample cells. Argon flows through
glove box for at least 30 min before loading samples into cells. The 3 atm was maintained
during samples denature process.
4.2.6

Isothermal Titration Calorimetry
The MicroCal VP-ITC instrumentation was sealed in an anaerobic chamber with a

constant dinitrogen flow during the course of the experiment. Purified EFE apoprotein
stock was dialyzed in three different buffers at pH 7.4 for 18 h and then diluted to a final
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concentration of 100 µM. The dialysate and EFE protein were made anaerobic by
purging argon over the solutions. A 1 mM iron(II) ammonium sulfate solution was made
by using the degassed dialysate. Thermodynamic data was collected at 25 °C, unless
specified otherwise for 5 µL injections of the iron(II) sulfate solution into a 1.5 mL cell
containing the EFE solution to generate iron(II)-EFE. Injections were carried out at a
stirring rate of 307 rpm over 6s periods with 300 s spacings between injections. Chelation
titration experiments were performed with 50 µM anaerobic Fe-EFE and
1 mM EDTA in a 25 mM HEPES buffer at pH 7.4. Data was collected at 25 °C.
For all experimental sets, control experiments were performed and raw heats were
subtracted as necessary. The integrated heats obtained by titrating iron(II) into a buffer
were negligible. Data were analyzed using the one-site model in the MicroCal analysis
software package in Origin and using CHASM software, developed by the laboratory of
Edwin Lewis, which uses a nonlinear least-squares fitting algorithm to fit the change in
heat per injection to equilibrium binding model equations. The isotherms for Fe binding
to EFE in various buffers were replicated 2-4 times.
4.3

Results and Discussion
The orchestrating iron(II), substrate, and cofactor binding to EFE organizes the

active site of this protein for O2 activation, where the details of these thermodynamic
processes can give insight into the key mechanistic step(s) that lead to Arg hydroxylation
or ethylene formation.
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4.3.1

Structure of EFE and its complexes.
Currently there are 11 structures of EFE and related EFE complexes, which range

from the apo protein to the quaternary complex of Fe·EFE·2OG·substrate analogue.
When overlaid these structures show significant conservation of the globular structure of
the EFE protein, where most secondary structure of this protein is also retained regardless
of metal(II), 2OG, and substrate binding (Figure 4.2).12,13 These data give anecdotal
evidence that the thermodynamic interactions of EFE with its metal ion and ligands
investigated herein are derived from local structural perturbation rather than global
dynamic changes. These crystal structures may not perfectly reflect the solution structure
of EFE and its complexes, so these complexes were also examined by CD spectroscopy.
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Figure 4.2

Overlay of the 11 characterized structures of EFE

Overlay of the 11 crystallographically characterized structures of EFEand related EFE
complexes demonstrating only the backbone structure, where α helix, β sheet, and
random coil secondary structure are shown as red, cyan, and green respectively. PDB
codes for structures used are: apo EFE (5V2U); Mn·EFE·2OG (5V2X); Mn·EFE·Arg
(5V31); Mn·EFE·2OG·Arg (5V2Y); Ni·EFE (5V2V); Mn·EFE·tartrate (5V2T);
Mn·EFE·Malate (5V32); Mn·EFE·2-oxoadipate (5V2Z); Mn·EFE·2OG·argininamide
(5VKB); Mn·EFE·2OG·HO-Arg (5VKA).
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The UV circular dichroism (CD) spectra of various FeEFE complexes (Figure
4.3) show a distinctive feature at 225 nm, which is characteristic of the cupin fold.19
When iron(II), Arg, or 2OG were added to the protein, this feature red-shifted slightly
and the intensity slightly decreased indicating the cupin fold is slightly destabilized. This
destabilization is likely due to subtle flexing of the cupin to accommodate metal ion or
ligand binding, but this destabilization is likely only a minor contributor to the overall
stability of these complexes. No precipitate was visible in any of the EFE samples
studied. Overall, there appears to be little change in the structure of EFE and related EFE
complexes, suggesting the thermodynamic parameters studied below are derived
primarily from local interactions within the protein as iron(II), Arg, and 2OG are bound.

Figure 4.3

CD spectra of 5 µM EFE complexes

CD spectra of 5 µM EFE complexes: EFE apoprotein (black), Fe·EFE (purple), EFE·Arg
(orange), FeEFE-Arg (red), FeEFE·2OG (green), and the quaternary complex (blue)
consisting of EFE with bound iron(II), Arg, and 2OG
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4.3.2

Thermodynamic study of iron(II) binding to EFE by ITC.
The thermodynamic parameters associated with iron(II) binding to EFE were

obtained by using isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC).20,21 From a single titration
experiment, the observed enthalpy (∆Hobs) and binding constant (Kobs) can be directly
measured, where the Gibbs free energy (∆G˚) and entropy (∆S) terms associated with this
process can be calculated through the following equations:
ΔG° = - RT ln K

(4.1)

ΔG° = ΔHobs – TΔS

(4.2)

The data associated with the direct titration of iron(II) into the apoprotein EFE in
25 mM TES buffer at pH 7.4 was baseline-corrected and fit for a single binding event
(Figure 4.4), where the observed thermodynamic data including the change in enthalpy
(∆Hobs) and Kobs were measured directly and the change in entropy (∆Sobs) terms can be
easily calculated. The observed thermodynamic parameters for the direct titration of
iron(II) into EFE in three different buffers can be found in Table 3.1.
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Figure 4.4

Representative raw heat and integrated isotherm for iron(II) binding to EFE
in a TES buffer.

This analysis was performed in 25 mM TES buffer, pH 7.4, to obtain the binding
equilibrium and enthalpy for the reaction.
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Table 4.1

Observed thermodynamic parameters of ammonium iron(II) sulfate binding
to EFE

25 mM buffer
(pH 7.4)

ΔHionizationb
(kcal/mol)

ΔHobs
(kcal/mol)

Kobs

-TΔSobs
(cal/mol)

MOPS

-5.04

-2.3 (±0.2)

4.8 (±0.7) x 105

-5.5 (±0.3)

ACES

-7.37

-4.1 (±0.1)

1.6 (±0.3) x 106

-4.4 (±0.2)

TES
-7.7
-7.1 (±0.5)
1.2 (±0.4) x 106
-1.6 (±0.1)
a
Error associated with the data presented represents one-standard deviation from the
mean of 2-4 independent experiments.
b
Buffer ionization enthalpy values from reference.22

The enthalpy change (∆Hobs) measured in these titrations describes the amount of
heat released or absorbed in a reaction, where this ∆Hobs term is the sum of all changes of
enthalpy associated with iron(II) binding to EFE. Dissecting this term into more
fundamental thermodynamic quantities can yield a better understanding of the specific
interactions which impact the global stability of the metallated holo protein. In this case,
the observed enthalpy term (∆Hobs) is more effectively described as a complex series of
competitive binding events involving the Fe2+ ion, where the metal ion release from
buffer (∆HFe-buffer) and coordination to protein (∆HFeEFE+H) are generally linked to the
release of protons to the bulk solution. The release of proton density leads to buffer
ionization (∆Hionization), which is also key part of the ∆Hobs. Equation 4.3 shows the
relationship between the competitive binding events in an ITC experiment.
∆Hobs + ∆HFe-buffer = ∆HFeEFE+H + np (∆Hionization)
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(4.3)

When the ∆Hionization of the buffer system is plotted versus the ∆Hobs + ∆HFe-buffer
terms for this system, there is a linear relationship between these data, where the slope of
this line indicates the number of protons (np) released/consumed during the binding
event. A plot of ∆Hobs + ∆HFe-buffer versus ∆Hionization indicates that 1.0 proton was
released during the binding event (Figure 4.5). The ∆HFe-buffer was obtained by control
ITC experiments of Fe2+-buffer complexes titrated into EDTA solutions (c.f. Figure 4.6
and the following thermodynamic cycle in Table 4.2 and 4.3).

Figure 4.5

Observed enthalpies corrected for Fe2+ buffer interaction plotted against
buffer ionization enthalpies.

ITC experiment for iron(II) binding to EFE in a specific buffer was repeated two to four
times, where the data points are average values collected from these trials and the error
bars are one standard-deviation of the mean. The slope of this plot yields the number of
protons released (np), where np = 1.0 (±0.1), where this line fits the data with an r2 =
0.9523.
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Figure 4.6

A representative control experiment involving titration of Fe2+-buffer into a
solution containing EDTA in TES buffer, pH 7.4.

These experiments were performed to elucidate the enthalpy of the Fe2+-TES interaction,
which was used to deconvolute the Fe2+-EFE experiments.
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Table 4.2

The thermodynamic cycle for the Fe2+-TES interaction

Buffer
Reaction
TES

Coeff.

ΔH
(kcal/mol)

H2EDTA2-  HEDTA3- + H+

0.05

4.2a

HEDTA3-  EDTA4- + H+

1.0

5.4a

TES + H+  H+-TES

1.05

-7.7b

Fe2+ + EDTA4-  [Fe-EDTA]2-

1

-3.8a

Fe2+-TES  Fe2+ + TES

1

-0.5

Fe2+-TES + H+-EDTA  Fe2+-EDTA + H+-TES

-6.8c

The ionization enthalpies and enthalpy of the Fe2+-EDTA interaction were taken from the
following references:
a
Values obtained from referen NIST Standard database.
b
Values obtained from reference.22
c
Experimental data from ITC.

Table 4.3

The enthalpy values of Fe2+-buffer interaction
25 mM buffer, pH 7.4

ΔHFe-buffer (kcal/mol)

MOPS

-1.8a

ACES

-2.5a

TES

0.5b

a

values obtained from Henderson et al ref.20
b
Calculated from Table 4.2.
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Using this data, a thermodynamic cycle can be generated to model the equilibria
associated with this complex ion binding event, where we can estimate the enthalpy value
associated with iron(II) binding to EFE. Similar models have been used to study metal
ion binding to other nonheme iron(II) proteins in the literature.20,23 For example,
deconvolution of the observed enthalpy (∆Hobs) in MOPS buffer results in a value of
∆HFeEFE+H as +0.9 (±0.4) kcal/mol, which was shown in Table 4.4. Thermodynamic
cycles of observed enthalpy in other two buffers (ACES and TES) were shown in Table
4.5 and 4.6, respectively.

Table 4.4

Thermodynamic cycle for Fe2+ binding to EFE in MOPS buffer.
Reaction

Coefficient

ΔH
(kcal/mol)

Fe2+-MOPS  Fe2+ + MOPS
MOPS + H+  MOPS-H+
Fe2+ + EFE-H+  Fe2+-EFE + H+

1.0

1.8a

1.0

-5.0b

1.0

0.9

-2.3c
MOPS +Fe-MOPS + EFE-H+  Fe-EFE + MOPS-H
a
Calculated from the control experiments of EDTA chelating Fe2+ in a MOPS buffer.
Value is taken from Table 4.3.
b
Value taken from reference.22
c
Data from Table 4.1
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Table 4.5

Thermodynamic cycle for Fe2+ binding to EFE in ACES buffer.
Reaction

Coefficient

ΔH
(kcal/mol)

Fe2+-ACES  Fe2+ + ACES
1.0
2.5a
ACES + H+  ACES-H+
1.0
-7.27b
Fe2+ + EFE-H+  Fe2+-EFE + H+
1.0
0.67
-4.1c
ACES +Fe-ACES + EFE-H+  Fe-EFE + ACES-H
a
Calculated from the control experiments of EDTA chelating Fe2+ in a ACES buffer.
Value is taken from Table 4.3.
b
Value taken from reference22
c
Data from Table 4.1.

Table 4.6

Thermodynamic cycle for Fe2+ binding to EFE in TES buffer.
Reaction

Coefficient

ΔH
(kcal/mol)
2+
2+
Fe -TES  Fe + TES
1.0
-0.5a
+
+
TES + H  TES-H
1.0
-7.7b
Fe2+ + EFE-H+  Fe2+-EFE + H+
1.0
1.1
-7.1c
TES +Fe-TES + EFE-H+  Fe-EFE + TES-H
a
Calculated from the control experiments of EDTA chelating Fe2+ in a TES buffer. Value
is taken from Table 4.3.
b
Value taken from reference.22
c
Data from Table 4.1
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If we consider the local environment surrounding the iron(II) binding site, we can
further deconvolute the enthalpy term (∆HFeEFE+H) to a more simplified iron(II) binding
enthalpy (∆HFeEFE) by modeling local interactions that likely contribute to this term
(shown in equation 4.4), where -∆H(His-H)-EFE represents the ionization of histindine
and -∆H(Fe-OH2)-EFE represents the ionization of iron(II)-coordinated water molecule.
∆HFeEFE+H = ∆HFeEFE - ∆H(His-H)-EFE - ∆H(Fe-OH2)-EFE

(4.4)

Iron(II) binding to H189, H268 and D191 release approximately ~ 1.0 protons to
solution. We assume that the proton release event is associated with both partial
deprotonation of H189 and H268 and the ionization of water coordinated to the Fe2+ ion.
We estimate 96% of histidine side-chains are already deprotonated at pH 7.4, which
suggests only ~ 0.1 proton will be released from H189 and H268, which results in 0.72
kcal/mol in enthalpic instability for iron(II) binding. Additionally, solvated metal ions
like iron(II) are charged stabilized through ion pairing. Likely anions and buffer help to
stabilize divalent metal ions in solution. However, when they divalent metal ions bind to
a protein they are stabilized through ion pairing to negatively charged amino acids or by
shifting the pKa of coordinating water molecules. The remaining 0.9 protons are likely
released from coordinated water(s), resulting in an endothermic enthalpy change (+12.0
kcal/mol) to stabilize the iron(II) in EFE. Once these local equilibria are considered this
leaves an iron(II) binding enthalpy (∆HFeEFE) of -11.9 (±0.4) kcal/mol in MOPS buffer
(Table 4.7), while deconvolution of the Fe2+ binding data in ACES and TES can be found
in Table 4.8 and 4.9, respectively. A list of the enthalpy values determined in three
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different buffers are shown in Table 4.10, along with the average, buffer-independent
∆HFeEFE measured at pH 7.4
Table 4.7

Deconvolution of enthalpy of Fe2+ binding to EFE

ΔH
Reaction
Coefficient
(kcal/mol)
+
EFE-FeOH2  EFF-FeOH + H
0.9
13.3a
+
+
EFE-(His-H )  EFE + H
0.1
7.2b
Fe2+ + EFE  FeEFE
1.0
-11.9
2+
1.0
0.9c
Fe + EFE-H  FeEFE + H+
a
Represents the ionization of water within the H2O-Fe2+·EFE complex involving
deprotonation to the HO-Fe2+·EFE species.32
b
Value is taken from ref.24
c
Data from Table 4.4.

Table 4.8

Thermodynamic Cycle for Fe2+ Binding to EFE in a ACES Buffer.
Reaction

Coefficient

ΔH
(kcal/mol)
2+
2+
Fe -ACES

Fe + ACES
1.0
2.5a
+
+
EFE-H2O-H

EFE + H
0.9
13.34
EFE-His-H+ 
EFE + H+
0.1
7.17b
ACES + H+

ACES-H+
1.0
-7.27c
Fe2+ + EFE

Fe2+-EFE
1.0
-12.1
+
ACES +Fe-ACES + EFE-H
 Fe-EFE + ACES-H
-4.1d
a
Calculated from the control experiments of EDTA chelating Fe2+ in a ACES buffer.
Value is taken from Table 4.3.
b
Value taken from reference.24
c
Data from reference.22
d
Data from Table 4.1
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Thermodynamic Cycle for Fe2+ Binding to EFE in a TES Buffer.

Table 4.9

Reaction

ΔH
(kcal/mol)
Fe2+-TES

Fe2+ + TES
1.0
-0.5a
EFE-H2O-H+ 
EFE + H+
0.9
13.34b
+
+
EFE-His-H

EFE + H
0.1
7.17c
TES + H+

TES-H+
1.0
-7.7d
Fe2+ + EFE

Fe2+-EFE
1.0
-11.6
+
TES +Fe-TES + EFE-H
 Fe-EFE + TES-H
-7.1
a
2+
Calculated from the control experiments of EDTA chelating Fe in a TES buffer. Value
is taken from Table 4.3.
b
Value taken from reference.32
c
Data from reference.24
d
Data from reference.22

Table 4.10

Coefficient

Average Enthalpy Values in Each Buffer for Fe2+ Binding to EFE

25 mM buffer, pH 7.4

ΔHFeEFE (kcal/mol)

MOPS

-11.9 (±0.4)

ACES

-12.1 (±0.2)

TES

-11.6 (±0.5)

average

-11.9 (±0.7)

The Kobs value in the ITC titration of iron(II) into EFE is also affected by the
additional binding events occurring in solution. The observed association constant (Kobs)
is at least the product of the association constant of iron(II) to EFE (Ka) and dissociation
constant (Kd) of iron(II) form the Fe2+-buffer complex, which presents a challenge to
measure directly. A more convenient and accurate method for measuring the association
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constant for iron(II) binding to EFE (Ka) is to determine the related dissociation constant
Kd(FeEFE), where the Ka is equivalent to the reciprocal of the Kd(FeEFE). The
Kd(FeEFE) can be measured directly by titrating the well-characterized divalent metal
chelate EDTA into FeEFE, where the observed equilibrium constant for this process
(Kobs*) is the product of the Kd(Fe-EFE) and Ka(Fe-EDTA) (as shown in Table 4.11).
Since the Fe-EDTA binding equilibrium (Ka(Fe-EDTA) =2.1×1014) is known, it is
relatively easy to derive the Kd(Fe-EFE) and then determine the association constant for
iron(II) binding to EFE (Ka). The integrated isotherm from the ITC chelation titration of
EDTA into Fe-EFE in a 25 mM TES buffer at pH 7.4 is shown in Figure 4.7. The
integrated isotherm of the observed chelation was corrected by using control experiments,
which reveals an exothermic process with one-site binding. Alternatively, these equilibria
could be fit to a competitive binding model, which better corrects for change in activity
of apo TauD solution. When the competitive binding model is used only a minor change
in the fitted binding constant is produced, which is well within the experimental error of
the one site binding model fit. The heats of dilution were corrected for by performing
control experiments studying the titrations of EDTA into buffer solutions20,23. The Kobs*
value for the chelation titration is 1.8 (±0.3) × 107. Deconvolution of the series of
equilibria taking place in the chelation experiment yields a Ka value for FeEFE of 1.2
(±0.3) × 107.
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Table 4.11

Equilibrium constant involved in the Fe2+ chelation binding to EFE.

Reaction
Fe2+-EFE  Fe2+ + EFE

Kd(Fe-EFE)

Fe2+ + HEDTA  Fe2+-HEDTA

Ka(Fe-EDTA)a

Fe2+-EFE + HEDTA  Fe2+-HEDTA + EFE

∗

The Ka value of M-EDTA were taken from the following reference: a) Schwarzenbach G,
Cut R AG (1954) Komplexone XXV. Helv Chim Acta 37:937–957.
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Figure 4.7

Representative ITC raw data of titration of EDTA into a solution
containing FeEFE in 25 mM TES buffer at pH 7.4 and 25 °C.
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By using the corrected association constant (Ka) for Fe2+ binding to EFE and the
deconvoluted ∆HFe-EFE term (-11.9 (±0.7)), the corrected ∆G˚ and -T∆S values were
determined to be -9.6 (±0.2) and +2.3 (±0.7) kcal/mol, respectively. These data are
consistent with the Fe2+ binding process which is mainly enthalpically driven with only a
minor entropic penalty associated with this metal ion coordination event. A well studied
2-His-1-carboxylate binding motif mode, TauD, was found to follow the similar trend,
where the ∆G, ∆H and -T∆S are -10.1 (±0.03) kacl/mol, -12.0 (±0.3) kcal/mol and +1.9
(±0.3) kcal/mol, respectively.20
4.3.3

DSC analysis of EFE and its substrate complexes.
For comparison, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was used to study

thermal denaturation process of EFE and its related enzyme-substrate complexes. A scan
rate of 2 °C / min was set to monitor the thermal denaturation of EFE and its related
complexes. These thermal denaturation experiments are for the most part
irreversible25,26,27 but could represent approximation of the reversible unfolding process
of enzyme,28,29,30 where the DSC derived enthalpy terms are denoted with an * symbol
indicating they are estimations of these enthalpy terms. The heat capacity (Cp) curves are
shown in Figure 4.8 and the corresponding thermodynamic data is summarized in Table
4.12. All DSC experimental data were best fit by simple 2-state unfolding models.
Global stability of binary structure. The EFE apoprotein unfolding event fit well to a
single two-state model, with a TmEFE of 39.2 (±0.7) °C and ∆H*EFE of 86.8 (±1.0)
kcal/mol (Figure 4.8 black dashed curve). For FeEFE (Figure 4.8 green dotted curve), a
single two-state model was used to fit the unfolding event, which gave TmFeEFE 42.9
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(±0.7) °C with enthalpy value of 96.8 (±1.1) kcal/mol. The difference in the unfolding
enthalpies of the FeEFE with EFE samples yields the enthalpy stabilization resulting
from binding iron(II) to EFE (equation 4.5).
δ∆H*binding = ∆H*EFE - ∆H*FeEFE

Figure 4.8

(4.5)

Heat capacity curves for the thermal denaturation of EFE species

EFE apoprotein (black dashed), FeEFE (green dotted), EFE-Arg (orange), FeEFE-Arg
(red dash dot), FeEFE-2OG (blue dashed), and the quaternary complex (Purple)
consisting of EFE with bound iron(II), Arg, and 2OG.
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Table 4.12

Thermodynamic data for the thermal denature of FeEFE species as
measured by DSC
Sample

Tm (ºC)

ΔH* (kcal/mol)

EFE

39.2 (±0.7)

86.8 (±1.0)

EFE-Arg

39.6 (±0.1)

92.5 (±1.4)

FeEFE

42.9 (±0.7)

96.8 (±1.1)

FeEFE-Arg

44.7 (±1.3)

86.9 (±3.6)

FeEFE-2OG

45.4 (±0.6)

109.8 (±2.6)

FeEFE-2OG-Arg

49.3 (±0.2)

124.8 (±0.1)

The δ∆H*Fe-binding for EFE is -10.6 (±1.5) kcal/mol, which is within experimental
error of the ITC derived iron(II) binding enthalpy (-11.9 (±0.7) kcal/mol) discussed
above. The systematic error in these DSC measurements suggest some instability in the
apo protein under experimental conditions. Regardless there is reasonable consistency
between the DSC and ITC data, which gives credibility to the thermodynamic terms
generated from DSC-derived data even though these unfolding events are irreversible. 28
L-Arg was mixed with EFE and Fe·EFE, and the substrate complexes were
subjected to thermal denaturation. The DSC melting curve of Fe·EFE·Arg was fit to a
single two-state function, which gave a Tm(Fe·EFE·Arg) of 44.7 (±1.3) °C and an enthalpy of
86.9 (±3.6) kcal/mol (Figure 4.8, red dash-dot curve). Comparing these data to those of
Fe·EFE, one can estimate an enthalpic penalty of +10.0 (±3.8) kcal/mol associated with
Arg binding to the iron(II)-containing complex, however Tm(Fe·EFE·Arg) was measured to be
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1.8 (±1.5) °C higher temperature than Tm(Fe·EFE). The Kd of 71 µM for Arg binding to
Fe·EFE allows us to calculate the thermodynamic profile of this binding process (Table
4.13).22 The data indicate the Arg binding event to Fe·EFE is favorable and entropically
driven with an entropy change of 52.3 cal mol-1 K-1. The unfolding event of the EFE·Arg
sample was fit to a single two-state model, unfolding at Tm(EFE·Arg) of 39.6 (±0.1) °C, with
an enthalpy of 92.5 (±1.4) kcal/mol (Figure 4.8, orange curve). By comparing the
unfolding of EFE·Arg and EFE, the heat capacity curve of EFE·Arg indicates a larger
enthalpy than EFE, with Arg binding to EFE providing -5.7 (±1.8) kcal/mol in stability.
This substrate-enzyme complex appears to unfold at almost the same temperature as the
EFE apoprotein. The Arg binding site in EFE is in close proximity to the non-heme
iron(II) center (Figure 1), but there is no direct coordination between Arg and the metal
ion. Interestingly, Arg binding to the apoenzyme is enthalpy driven (ΔHEFE·Arg ~ -5.7
kcal/mol), but when iron(II) is present Arg binding is entropy driven (ΔHFe·EFE·Arg ~ +10.0
kcal/mol). In both cases, Arg binds in a similar fashion suggesting that H-bonding
networks and charge-charge interactions between the substrate and EFE drive Arg
binding. However when iron(II) is present, these exothermic interactions are
overwhelmed by endothermic processes, where binding is made favorable through an
increase in disorder. With no obvious structural changes observed in the 2OG-free crystal
structures of EFE with and without Arg,12 it is reasonable to assume that binding of Arg
to Fe·EFE results in significant re-organization of water networks within the active site.
The enthalpy penalty and favorable entropy terms associated with this event mainly result
from breaking the H-bonding network of the solvating waters surrounding the iron(II)
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center and the release of these water molecules to bulk solution upon Arg binding.

Table 4.13

Thermodynamic properties of substrate binding to EFE
∆G
(kcal/mol)

δ∆H
(kcal/mol)

-T∆Sb
(kcal/mol)

Iron (binding to EFE)

-9.6d

-11.9 (±0.7)d

+2.3

2OG (binding to FeEFE)

-7.2d

-13.0 (±2.8) a

+6.8

Arg (binding to FeEFE)

-5.6c

+10.0 (±3.8)a

-15.6

2OG (binding to FeEFE-Arg)

-6.26c

-38.0 (±2.8) a

+31.74

Substrate

Arg (binding to FeEFE-2OG)
-6.1c
-15.0 (±2.6)a
+8.93
a
Thermodynamic parameters derived from DSC data collected in this study.
b
Calculated from ∆G and δ∆H values reported here using the following equation
∆G= δ ∆H-T∆S, where the δ∆H term is estimated to be equal to the enthalpy of binding.
c
Calculated values based on the Kd reported by Martinez et al.18
d
value taken from ITC data.

The substrate 2OG was complexed with Fe·EFE and the sample was thermally
denatured to produce a Cp curve that fit well to a single two-state model (Figure 4.8, blue
dashed curve). The unfolding event had a Tm(Fe·EFE·2OG) of 45.4 (±0.6) °C with a
ΔH*Fe·EFE·2OG of 109.8 (±2.6) kcal/mol. Compared with Fe·EFE, the addition of 2OG
provided +2.6 (±0.9) °C and -13.0 (±2.8) kcal/mol of stability. The Tm for the
Fe·EFE·2OG complex increased compared to the iron(II)-enzyme alone. The gain of
enthalpy is likely the result of increasing the intramolecular interactions surrounding the
iron(II) center. Crystallographically-characterized Fe·EFE·2OG complexes show 2OG
binding to the iron(II) center in a monodentate fashion through either carboxylate of
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2OG, although there is spectroscopic evidence supporting an equilibrium between
monodentate and bidentate binding mode for 2OG in Fe·EFE·2OG.12 The enthalpy value
(-13.0 kcal/mol) established for 2OG binding to Fe·EFE is consistent with a monodentate
binding mode in solution, where classical bidentate 2OG binding to related 2OG
dependent oxygenases show a much stronger enthalpy driven process (-30.1 kcal/mol).23
Additional interactions leading to the exothermic 2OG binding event result from the
formation of hydrogen bonding networks between 2OG and local residues, including
R277 and R171. When combined with known values for the Kd of 2OG to Fe·EFE (our
ITC-obtained value), a favorable Gibbs free energy (-7.2 kcal/mol) and an unfavorable
change in entropy (-22.8 cal·mol·K) can be calculated (Table 4.13).
The quaternary complex, generated by mixing iron(II), EFE, Arg, and 2OG and
the sample, was investigated by DSC (Figure 4.8, purple curve). The symmetric
unfolding event for this complex fit well to a single two-state model with a
Tm(Fe·EFE·2OG·Arg) of 49.3 (±0.2)°C and a ΔH*Fe·EFE·Arg·2OG of 124.8 (±0.1) kcal/mol (Table
5). Denaturation of this species shows an increase in its Tm and ∆H* over that for
Fe·EFE·2OG species, where the ΔTm increased by approximately +4.0 (± 0.6) °C and the
difference in enthalpy term suggests the quaternary complex Fe·EFE·2OG·Arg has -15.0
(± 2.6) kcal/mol more enthalpic stability than the Fe·EFE·2OG complex. Combining
these data with the known binding constants,22 a full thermodynamic profile for Arg
binding to Fe·EFE·2OG was obtained (Table 4.13) where this enthalpically-driven
reaction has a Gibbs free energy of -6.1 kcal/mol. When compared with Fe·EFE·Arg, the
addition of 2OG provided +4.5 (±1.3) °C and -38.0 (±2.6) kcal/mol stability. This
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enthalpy stabilization is approximately three times larger than 2OG binding to Fe·EFE.
Using the Kd for 2OG binding in the presence of Arg, a free energy of -6.3 kcal/mol was
calculated within a -T∆S term of 31.7 kcal/mol (Table 6). The favorability of Arg binding
to Fe·EFE·2OG (ΔH ~ -15 kcal/mol) may result from structural changes, where 2OG
undergoes a prominent rearrangement that allows bidentate coordination to the iron(II) in
the presence of Arg.12 In addition, binding of Arg is associated with shifting of metalcoordinating carboxylate oxygen of D191 and the creation of a twisted peptide bond
between D191 and Y192. This rearrangement and the H-bonding network generated in
the Fe·EFE·2OG·Arg complex provides the stability to drive this reaction forward.
Addition of iron(II), 2OG, and Arg to the EFE increased the Tm by approximately
10 (±0.7) °C and the stability of the complex by -38.0 (±2.8) kcal/mol over the EFE
protein alone. The thermodynamic data collected in this study provide the ability to
generate a thermodynamic cycle describing the interactions between EFE, iron(II), 2OG,
and Arg (Figure 4.9). This complex equilibrium shows significant cooperativity between
parallel binding events, where iron(II) impacts Arg binding and Arg impacts 2OG
binding. This interplay between metal ion, substrate, and cofactor is somewhat expected
where direct interactions occur. For example, clearly there should be an interdependence
between iron(II) and 2OG, because 2OG coordinates directly to the iron(II) ion. The
enthalpy changes associated with Arg binding to different EFE complexes in solution
demonstrates that the local environment and solvating waters control how these
complexes form in solution.
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Figure 4.9

Summary of enthalpy changes measured by DSC.

δ∆H terms associated with each equilibrium are shown in parenthesis and have units of
kcal/mol. Exothermic processes are shown with blue equilibria arrows, whereas the two
endothermic processes are shown with red arrows.

4.3.4

Diverging from the Typical 2OG-Dependent Oxygenase Mechanism
EFE, like other 2OG oxygenases, has a cupin fold which houses the 2-histidine-1-

carboxylate facial triad that is known to bind iron(II), and this active site supports the
targeted hydroxylation of common biological molecule. Interestingly, EFE also catalyzes
a unique oxidative decarboxylation of 2OG to produce ethylene and CO2. Several
possible mechanisms have been proposed for this unique reaction,12,13,15 but no consensus
has been reached. The data presented here parallel the thermodynamic data reported for
TauD,28 the best characterized 2OG-dependent oxygenase. Identifying major differences
in the energetics of iron(II), substrate, or 2OG binding to EFE compared to TauD, may
give insight into how EFE can support the aberrant oxidative decarboxylation of 2OG.
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Energy landscapes for EFE and TauD have been plotted in Figure 4.10, where the
resting enzyme state has been normalized and plotted at 0 kcal/mol for ΔG, ΔH, and TΔS terms as a reference point. In both EFE and TauD, iron(II) binding is spontaneous
with similar free energy terms for iron(II) binding. Although both enzymes have the same
ligands to bind iron(II), there must be subtle perturbations in the local structure that tune
the free energy of the metal ion binding event. In both enyzmes, the tertiary and
quaternary complexes form spontaneously, where there is little difference in the free
energy landscape between EFE (Figure 4.10, blue trace) and TauD (Figure 4.10, red
trace.) When considering the enthalpy landscapes for the ternary states (middle panel
Figure 4.10), there appears to be a significant difference in the magnitude of the enthalpy
term for substrate and cofactor binding in EFE and TauD to generate the ternary
complexes. In both enzymes, substrate binding is an endothermic event, where the
change in enthalpy of taurine (the substrate for TauD) binding to Fe·TauD (ΔH ~ +26
kcal/mol) is almost two-fold more endothermic than for the corresponding Arg binding to
Fe·EFE event (ΔH ~ +10 kcal/mol.) Without a major structural perturbation, these
endothermic processes are likely due to solvation changes within the active site of these
proteins. One possible explanation is that taurine is significantly smaller than Arg, and
the ensemble of conformations available to Arg may limit solvent organization in the
active site. Perhaps a more compelling situation is observed when comparing the ternary
complexes of Fe·EFE·2OG and Fe·TauD·2OG. The strongly exothermic stabilizing force
associated with 2OG binding to Fe·TauD (ΔH ~ -30.1 kcal/mol) is driven primarily by
the bidentate coordination mode and the related charge stabilizing interactions between
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the anionic charges of 2OG and cations from the protein. In Fe·EFE, 2OG binds with
much weaker enthalpy (ΔH ~ -13.0 kcal/mol), consistent with the monodentate binding
mode observed crystallographically. Formation of the quaternary complex in both
systems is again highly exothermic, generating the prototypical O2 activating species.
Generally, the changes in entropy terms mirror those observed by studying the changes in
enthalpy.
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Figure 4.10

Energetics of EFE and TauD species.

Comparison of energetic reaction coordinate from enzyme to quatrinary complex (4˚) of
EFE (blue) and the related enzyme TauD (red). Iron(II)-protein refer to the iron(II) bound
forms of EFE and TauD, “3˚” refers to tertiary complex associated with these enzymes,
where dashed lines show profile for substrate binding and where solid lines represent the
tertiary complex formed between the iron(II)-enzyme-2OG complex. Finally, the
quatrinary (4˚) species represents the iron(II)-enzyme-2OG-substrate complex for each
species.
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The monodentate 2OG binding to Fe·EFE appears to be one unique aspect of this
enzymatic system, where 2OG has been shown to bind the iron(II) in a monodentate
fashion with either the C1 or C5 carboxylates. Scheme 4.2 shows the Fe·EFE·2OG where
2OG is binding in a general monodentate mode, where either the C1 or C5 carboxylate
can be coordinating to the metal (the blue carbonyl appears in this position only when the
C1 carboxylate is bound.) Although neither the Fe·EFE·2OG complex with a bidentate
2OG or the Fe·EFE·2OG·Arg complexes with a monodentate 2OG binding mode where
identified in this thermodynamic study (structures shown in light blue box) they seem to
be reasonable intermediate steps towards the formation of Fe·EFE·2OG·Arg where 2OG
coordinates in a bidentate mode. Arg binding eventually leads to a single
Fe·EFE·2OG·Arg species, with 2OG bound in a bidentate fashion. In part this is due to a
hydrogen bond that is formed between the substrate Arg and D191, which leads to a
change in metal coordination and the formation of a D191-Y192 twisted peptide bond.
The resulting species is similar to the prototypical O2 activating species in 2OG
dependent oxygenases, allowing this species of EFE to perform 2OG decarboxylation and
Arg hydroxylation; however, the D191 positioning is distinct from other enzymes in this
family and the open coordination site for dioxygen binding is directed far away from Arg.
These subtle active site rearrangements are important to the Arg hydroxylation
mechanism, but they are also key steps in ethylene formation, where Arg binding to EFE
is necessary for ethylene formation.18
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Scheme 4.2

Proposed equilibria in EFE prior to the steps of O2 activation

From a mechanistic prospective, either the monodentate binding modes of 2OG in
Fe·EFE·2OG or the unique structural features of the quaternary complex are the most
likely features responsible for the dual activity of the enzyme. It is from these
complicated, interdependent equilibria where O2 activation leads to an active bicyclic
iron(IV)-peroxo species (as the penultimate oxidized complex in scheme 4.2) where
subsequent mechanistic steps can lead to the iron(IV)-oxo for Arg hydroxylation or
through an alternative oxidative decarboxylation pathway to generate CO2 and
ethylene.15,18,31 Currently there are several mechanisms for ethylene formation, which
rely on the unique 2OG coordination mode observed in EFE which lead to 2OG or
succinate fragmentation to form ethylene. However, with the limited kinetic and
spectroscopic data available for EFE, the precise mechanism for ethylene formation
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remains obscure, where unravelling this mechanism could elucidate a sustainable method
of production of ethylene based upon EFE.
4.4

Conclusion
Thermal unfolding data for EFE and its enzyme-substrate complexes indicates

that intramolecular interactions increase the structural stability in this protein system.
Deconvolution of the DSC data allowed for the generation of a thermodynamic cycle for
iron(II), 2OG, and Arg binding to EFE (Figure 4.9). The cycle clearly shows the
complexity of the interactions between the metal ion and substrates in the monomeric
unit of protein. Binding of both substrates at the active site has a significant impact on the
global stability of the complex. These data compare well with thermodynamic studies of
TauD, but highlight the unique 2OG binding process in Fe·EFE. It appears this highly
stabilized monodentate binding mode of 2OG in EFE is likely a critical component in
supporting ethylene formation.
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